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Abstract

This thesis began with an enquiry into the origins of a ubiquitous artefact of everyday life in rural
New Zealand; the Hayes permanent wire strainer.
Researching this artefact quickly revealed that the origins of the Hayes permanent wire strainer
were vastly at odds with popular belief; a belief that somehow enshrined the strainer as symbolic
of a particular quality, or qualities, that are commonly regarded as defining characteristics of what
it means to be a New Zealander, namely those of pragmatism and adaptability.
The discovery that Hayes did not invent the Hayes permanent wire strainer, led to further
research into the notion of design as an evolutionary process, and this in turn, led to an even
more more compelling question about the nature of Hayes‘ work.
As with all research led enquiry, this thesis provides more questions than answers but central to
the thesis is the proposition that Ernest Hayes was a pioneer of New Zealand industrial design.
I hope that the subject matter may prove a useful prompt for other scholars of design history to
take up the task of broadening the scope of this discipline to include content from other
previously excluded domains such as agricultural tools and equipment.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION !
‘For the historian there are no banal things’ (Giedion 3)

Introduction
Ernest Hayes was a pioneering New Zealand designer and manufacturer of agricultural
equipment. Was he also one of New Zealand’s first industrial designers? This thesis will show that
he is demonstrably worthy of that recognition.

Methodology
To answer the thesis question I have drawn extensively on traditional sources of evidence such as
Fig.1 Clive Hayes, a grandsdon of Ernest Hayes, Oturehua, 2008
Clive was the subject of an oral history interview for this thesis
which contains a number of his recollections about the Hayes
family and Hayes Engineering.

books, journal articles, newspapers, company records and patents and supplemented these with
material evidence, electronic sources, and oral history (Fig.1). The thesis pays particular attention
to Hayes’ development of a ‘portable wire strainer’, a device used to tighten fencing wire. Hayes’
portable wire strainer was one of his earliest inventions, and one on which he appears to have
spent much of his working life from the earliest version in 1905 until its final iteration in 1924,
two years before his retirement. This product is arguably Hayes’ most successful design and
remains in production today virtually unchanged in either its form or operating principle for
almost ninety years (Fig.2). It is currently sold in over twenty-five countries around the world.1 A
full explanation of its design significance is provided in Chapter 3. The thesis is organized in a
chronological sequence commencing at the point of Hayes’ arrival in New Zealand in 1882, and
extending until his retirement from working life in 1926. His work over this time is contextualized
in relation to social, political, economic and technological events of the period.
1

Fig.2 Hayes Smooth Grip Chain Grab Wire Strainer 2011

Both ownership and provenance of the Hayes brand has changed hands a number of times since Hayes’
retirement from the works in 1926. It is currently owned by Tru-Test Limited, New Zealand’s largest agritech company.

1

Fig.3 Hayes Engineering Works, Oturehua 2010

Ernest Hayes and Industrial design
Who was Ernest Hayes and what is meant by the term ‘industrial designer’? The first of these
questions is readily answered while the second precipitates a far more nebulous response as
definitions invariably reflect the ideological and political perspectives of those who devise them
(Walker 32). A well-grounded understanding of the term ‘industrial designer’ is vital, however, to
answering the thesis question convincingly.
Ernest Hayes
Ernest Hayes was an English-trained millwright who immigrated to New Zealand in 1882 and
founded Hayes Engineering Ltd. in 1895 (Orange). The highly successful family-based
manufacturing company was located in Oturehua, a small rural town in Central Otago, and
specialised in the design and production of agricultural equipment which it sold throughout the
country. Much of the plant, along with the workshops and the windmills which powered it was
designed and built by Hayes and his employees as the company continuously expanded over
Ernest’s working life. Today, a significant portion of these premises and plant remain in operating

2

condition and are run as a working example of early twentieth century manufacturing technology
(Fig.3). They are owned and operated by the Otago branch of the New Zealand Historic Places
Trust that has recently also overseen extensive renovations to the nearby Hayes homestead,
constructed by Hayes and his sons in 1920.
What is the meant by the term ‘industrial designer’? The first use of this term is often credited to
New Zealand born designer, Joseph Sinel (Fig.4), who worked as a designer in the United States
during the 1920s (Sparke 168, Bayley 223). Sinel himself denied coining the term although he
used it on his letterhead as early as 1920 (Smythe 94), long before industrial design became
formally established as a profession.2 In the sense that Sinel described himself as an ‘industrial
designer’, he was referring to a new and then unnamed profession which emerged in the United
States soon after the 1st World War. Practitioners of this new profession were without any formal
training as such and were drawn from backgrounds that depended on a strong visual literacy such
as commercial art, architecture, stage design, advertising and display. In their new role as industrial
designers, they were more frequently referred to as ‘stylists’, and were largely concerned with the
visual form of consumer products for the rapidly expanding consumer markets of post-war
United States (Heskett 105). Despite the somewhat contested3 origins of the term ‘industrial
Fig. 4 Joe Sinel pictured in the 1920’s

designer’, the origins of the practice of industrial design (and hence the existence of industrial
designers), is relatively clear and predates the 1920s considerably. Hence, ‘industrial designer’ is
commonly applied to designers post facto (Resmini et al. 32), but the commonality of this name is
no guarantee of a uniformity of professional practice. Even a brief comparison of a few individual
work practices reveals a range of differing understandings of industrial design practice around a
core of essential commonalities. In outlining some of these commonalities, Heskett points to the
Industrial Revolution which began in Great Britain around 1770 as the cradle of industrial design.
At its heart was the mechanized means of its production process, the accuracy and uniformity of
2 The

Society of American Industrial Designers was founded in 1944 becoming the first professional body in
the United States to use the term in the name of their organisation. (http://www.idsa.org/history-idsa)
A claim is also made that the term originated in the US patent office in 1913 as a synonym for the thencurrent term ‘art in industry’. (http://www.idsa.org/history-idsa)
3

3

its products, and its capacity for their mass production at relatively low cost (Heskett 10).
Nonetheless, few claims are made for individuals as industrial designers prior to the twentieth
century, perhaps the most notable exceptions being the Scottish-born botanist and designer
Christopher Dresser (1834-1904), and the German-Austrian cabinetmaker, Michael Thonet
(1796-1871). While Thonet certainly pioneered breakthrough technology in the steam forming of
his bentwood chairs and coupled this with a simplicity of form and manufacturing process which
enabled their mass production at low prices, this was only true of some models (Fig.5). Heskett
notes that other ‘classic’ models still relied on a considerable degree of handcraft for their
assembly and for the weaving of their backs and seats (Heskett 43). Whiteway describes Dresser
as; ‘the first independent industrial designer’, in the sense that he worked for a large and varied
number of manufacturers and further justifies his claim as, ‘the pioneer of the profession of
industrial designer’, on account of ‘his radical solutions to the design problems of his age far in
advance of any of his contemporaries’ (Whiteway 15). Gorman also draws attention to Dresser’s
claim by noting that he has been declared the first ‘real’ industrial designer by some historians ‘in
that he worked for numerous firms in many media (including iron, silver, glass, ceramics, furniture
and wallpaper), and promoted machine production rather than handcraft’ (Gorman 28 – 29).
Fig. 5 214 chair Michael Thonet, 1859

More commonly, Peter Behrens, (1868-1940), a German trained artist and architect is regarded as
the world’s first industrial designer on account of his work for the German electrical company
AEG, following his appointment as their ‘artistic director’ in 1907 (Sparke 30, Bayley 90). In
explaining Behrens’ role at AEG, Sparke notes, ‘he was probably the first artist to apply his skills to
the creation of an entire visual identity for a manufacturer of modern, standardized technological
products’ (Fig 6). She also notes that he achieved ‘a great level of success as both an architect and
an industrial designer’ (Sparke 30).
Hence, while Whiteway argues for Dresser as an industrial designer on the basis of his multitude
of clients and the avant-garde nature of his designs, Sparke argues for Behrens on the basis of his
integrated aesthetic across a range of products for a single client. Thonet’s example provides yet
another variation in the practice of industrial design as he is acting both as a designer and an

4

entrepreneur although this latter qualification in no way invalidates his case as an industrial
designer. 4 Similarly, although Heskett’s analysis shows some of his work to be less deserving as
‘industrial design’ on account of its hand crafted content, this does not diminish the validity of his
best examples. More significantly however, in considering the work of Thonet, Dresser and
Behrens, it is the role of the individual designer in the design process that is foregrounded.
Raizman suggests that this model is fundamentally flawed and that industrial design is more
accurately characterized by the collaborative nature of its process.
…industrial design office practice usually involved the contributions of many individuals
working together as a team according to a division of labour. In some ways the team
based approach of industrial design offices approximated the existing conditions and
complexities of the manufacturing industry rather than studio of the creative fine artist
or the academic confines of the classroom where isolation often produced compelling
ideologies but few mass-produced goods (Raizman 213).

Fig. 6 Electric kettles for AEG, Peter Behrens,1908

This, however, is a more contemporary understanding of the term ‘industrial design’, and
introduces another layer of complexity to its meaning, that of change over time. This complexity is
referred to by Margolin in discussing the definition of ‘industrial designer’ in 1995: ‘The definition
of what an industrial designer does has changed a number of times in the past and will most likely
continue to change in the future’ (Margolin 9).
Over arching all of these differences between the way in which various industrial designers
practice, or have practiced, is a commonality which is fundamental to all: the separation between
the act of conception and the act of making, and it is this characteristic that clearly distinguishes
industrial design from the craft of design with its inalienable unity between these two elements of
the design process (Heskett 11). But still, there is more to consider.
Thus far, all the examples provided are predominantly drawn from a singular band width of the
product design spectrum, namely domestic design, viz-a-viz where the aesthetic dimension is
4

As the contemporary example of James Dyson amply illustrates.
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arguably the dominant consideration and the role of the designer is foregrounded. This common
(and often unacknowledged) bias that design historians have inherited from their art-historical
roots, is as evident today as it was when Gui Bonsiepe criticized its presence in a design show in
1977:
There was a total absence of producers of capital goods such as agricultural equipment
and tools, manufacturing and building machinery. The narcissistic preoccupation with the
perfection of the living room predominated (Bicknell and McQuiston 16).

Walker suggests that engineering-based design (such as the example of Hayes) has been
excluded from design history partly because it is primarily concerned with function and ‘lacks the
visibility and glamour’ of other kinds of design (Walker 30). In addition, the sheer size and/or
immovability of many engineering-based structures, precludes their display in shops or design
exhibitions.5
Regardless of whatever disparities exist between these examples of the way in which industrial
design has been practiced, such as Behren’s work on a range of products for a single client versus
Dresser’s work for a range of clients, it is their commonalities that are most useful in establishing
the hallmarks of industrial design. It even seems reasonable to suggest that as long as these
commonalities can be demonstrated as features of any design under consideration, then any
disparities regarding design practice simply serve to illustrate its historical development, and
underscore the complexity and diversity of the discipline.
It therefore follows that industrial design is design produced through the process of mechanized
mass production, standardization and the diminished cost associated with the absence of
handcraft. Typology, and even authorship, is irrelevant. A toothpick is an example of industrial
design. So too is a wire strainer (Fig.8). In belatedly responding to Bonsiepe’s observation, this
Engineering design is only one example of this gulf of content in design history. Walker also mentions
military weapons, police equipment, scientific instruments, sexual aids and spacecraft (Walker 33).
5

6

Fig. 8 THe Hayes Permanent Wire Strainer, 2009

thesis argues that Ernest Hayes is deserving of recognition as a pioneer of New Zealand industrial
design.

7
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CHAPTER 2
ERNEST HAYES AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF HAYES ENGINEERING. 1895-1906

!

‘It was into this remote, rough-hewn, rural backwater of colonisation that a
man who was to make a long lasting impact upon farming arrived in
1882’ (Donnithorne).
!

Ernest Hayes: a migrants journey
Eben Ernest Hayes (known as Ernest) was born in Warwickshire, England, on 4 February 1851,
the first child of Hannah Jones and Ebenezer Hayes (Orange). After completing his education
Ernest served a five-year apprenticeship as a millwright and engineer (McMorran) before gaining
further experience in fitting and turning in England, Ireland and Wales as an employee of Pinfold’s
Engineers and Millwrights, an English company engaged in the remodelling of old flour-mills (New
Zealand Memories 5). Following his marriage to Hannah Pearson in 1881, the couple immigrated
to New Zealand on board the ‘Taranaki’ along with their infant son Llewellyn (commonly known
as Llew) (Fig. 9). They departed on 24 August 1882 and arrived in New Zealand, ‘the Lovely (sic)
long looked for land6, on 14 November, where they docked in Port Chalmers, a thriving harbourside town in close proximity to Dunedin, then New Zealand’s most populous and wealthiest city.
Hayes meticulously documented the family’s eighty-five day journey in a day-to-day diary where
he recorded information such as weather conditions, events on board the ship, navigational details
of the ships progress and performance, and sights along the way. The diary also portrays
Fig. 9 Hannah and Ernest Hayes circa 1916

something of the character of both Ernest and Hannah. It reveals Ernest not only as an astute
observer of events around him but also as a man possessed of a well-grounded understanding of
science and technology, an understanding no doubt gained from his training and experience as an
engineer. These were qualities much in demand during the early years of New Zealand’s

6

Hayes diary 14 November 1882

9

colonisation (Smythe 65), (Fig. 10). 7 An excellent example of Hayes’ high degree of skill as both an
observer and interpreter of his environment is provided by his diary entry of 6 November:
‘Had a heavy nights rolling. She rolled one sixteenth of the circumference of her circle
each way from the perpendicular, but according to my calculations, she must roll at least
1/8 of the circumference of her circle before she lies ready to fall on her beam ends and
a " of the circumference of her circle before she is on her beam end or side.’
Hayes’ penchant for exactitude that is reflected in this quote is also starkly evidenced by his entry
of 13 November; ‘Hannah and I sighted New Zealand Main (sic) land this morning. 81 days, 19
hours, 45 minutes and 10 seconds from London Docks’. Something of Hannah’s character is also
evidenced in various entries throughout the diary and perhaps the most interesting entry in this
regard is that of November 11 when she took the wheel of the ship. In commenting on Hannah’s
seamanship, Ernest once again reveals his engineers eye for detail and mechanical understanding,
while his comment regarding the efficacy of the ships steering mechanism shows this
understanding in the light of a user-centred experience of design.
‘Hannah has been at the wheel today and steered the “Taranaki” (sic) a 1200 ton ship in
a stiff breeze herself, as the ship has a screw steering gear and she was actually strong
enough to steer her on her course north east. I was pleased to see how handled a fine
ship like this and kept her on course by looking at the compass. She stuck to the wheel
well and the passengers have been congratulating her on the manner she steered the
ship.’
Fig.10 New Zealand Company poster promoting emigration,
1894

Hannah and Ernest Hayes were clearly possessed of outstanding personal qualities that were to
prove among their greatest assets for their new life in their adopted land.

7 ’Agricultural

(Smythe 65).

mechanics’ were highly sought during the nineteenth century colonisation of New Zealand
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Early beginnings
Following their arrival in Port Chalmers, the family journeyed to Dunedin where they stayed
briefly before continuing inland approximately 200 kilometres to Vincent where Ernest had
arranged for work with his uncle, Josiah Jones, at the local flour mill. This was located close to the
small Central Otago town of Blacks, now known as Ophir (Fig.11). At the Vincent mill, Ernest’s
expertise was at once engaged in the in the installation of machinery at the town’s mill. This
installation presented a far more challenging task than expected and Hayes’ success with this
engagement underscores his high degree of skill both as an engineer and as a craftsman operating
in a small rural community in 19th century New Zealand. It also illustrates his pragmatism as a
problem solver, one of the hallmarks of a designerly mind. Family records reveal that the gears for
the mill were bored for a two and a half inch diameter shaft while the shaft provided was three
inches in diameter (Les Hayes). As there was no lathe available within one hundred miles Hayes’
was left with no alternative but to carry out the necessary work by hand (McMorran), This was a
task requiring great precision, which he achieved by driving a wooden block into each of the
existing centre holes and then hand-cutting new holes with a round nose chisel. (Hayes Family
History 2). Hayes subsequently operated the mill until a disastrous flood in 1884 (Thornton 37),
following which, the family relocated to Rough Ridge, now known as Oturehua, 30 kilometres
away in the Ida Valley. This was close to where Ernest had undertaken to install and run the new
machinery at the Ida Valley Flour Mill8 (Thornton 97) that he then ran until 1900. During this
time, he purchased an adjacent one hundred and fifty acre known as Echo Farm, where he spent
Fig.11. Map showing key locations mentioned in this thesis

the rest of his working life. He also invested a significant amount of this time designing and
prototyping a variety of products in response to various needs that arose from his work on the
farm. In 1895, he founded a commercial enterprise, Hayes Engineering that he subsequently ran

8 The

Ida Valley Mill was two kilometres south of Oturehua (Donovan).
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from a smalll sun-dried mud-brick shed9 that was constructed on the farm in 189710 (Les Hayes).
Here, he fabricated a number of these simple and innovative products, and after testing these in
use on his own farm, began to market them in the surrounding district (Orange).
As well as designing, fabricating, and marketing these mechanical agricultural products, he also
designed a number of other innovative products related to emergent industries and/or
technologies of which he was likely to have had first hand experience either in Britain or New
Zealand. While some of these were a direct response to his own immediate needs, others were
more widely focussed on perceived opportunities that existed in his greater environment. These
included designs for a locomotive smoke-consumer11 and a vessel speed-increaser12 (both 1895),
and a gold dredge crevice dredge bucket of 189813 . In the latter example, Hayes forwarded
Fig.12. Otago Witness 26 January 1899, p.20
This editorial response to Hayes’ ‘circular’ confirms that
Hayes’ reputation as an inventor was already established
before 1900.

information regarding his gold dredge crevice bucket to one Dunedin’s daily newspapers, the
Otago Witness, in which he describes a device capable of dredging gold from crevices that were
impossible for existing buckets to dredge14 (Fig.12). The lack of any further evidence of this

The original 7.5 square metre shed no longer exists but many of the subsequent buildings which became
part of Hayes’ enterprise are still intact along with a significant amount of the original plant, The entire site
including the family home (also built by Hayes and his sons), is run as a working museum and is administered
by the New Zealand Historic Places Trust.
9

10 The

construction date of this is sometimes given as 1895 (eg McMorran), but Les Hayes’ notes record that
it took place 1897 and this date aligns with other events of the time more convincingly. There appear to be
no explicit records of who constructed this shed.
11

Patent application No. 7777, New Zealand Gazette, 29 July 1895

12

Patent application No. 7814, New Zealand Gazette, 14 August 1895

Although the Otago gold rush occurred 1861-4 (West Coast 1864-8, Waihi 1868-70, NZ gold production
peaking in 1866 [Jackson, McRobie 118-9]), gold mining still played a significant role in of the region’s
economy. Goldmines operated by Golden Progress Mining Company were operational at Rough Ridge
from1868 to1896 (http://www.nzsouth.co.nz/centralotago/oturehu.html).
13

Newspapers provided New Zealand settlers with a valuable source of information on both local and
international affairs. More than 200 newspapers had been founded by 1880 in NZ?[cf figures for Otago in
Simpson], and they were widely read and circulated. Literacy rates among settlers over 5 years old were
measured from the 1870s and were consistently recorded over 90% (Wood and Pawson 342).
14
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invention, his locomotive smoke-consumer or his vessel speed-increaser suggests that none of
these advanced beyond his initial patent application and the primary focus for his newly-found
creative energy was directed to his own area of greatest need: labour saving implements for his
farm.
Evidence from Hayes’ diaries suggests that his earliest products were hand fabricated in small
batches, an enterprise which he conducted around the family’s kitchen table (Les Hayes).
However, as the market began to expand, the task of both designing and hand-fabricating these
tools consumed more and more of his time necessitating still more tools and more machinery for
their production. This in turn necessitated the additional workspace that he gained from
construction of the sun-dried mud-brick shed in 1897. The result of all this process was a totality
of design, cost, and quality of production, that even extended to the tools used in the fabrication
of his products. This inventive and resourceful approach to designing was a hallmark Ernest’s work
and is again witnessed in the hand-operated lathe he fabricated in 1897; an ad-hoc construction
made from found materials including a gatepost and an old chaffcutter wheel (McMorran). This
new machine enabled him to both diminish the extent of hand-labour in his work, and to step up
the production rate, accuracy, and uniformity of his products. His resourcefulness was driven at,
least in part by necessity, as the right tools were not necessarily affordable or even available for
purchase in his remote rural community and with a large family of to support15, there was little
money to spare (Straight Furrow). This necessity driven response to his economic and
geographical situation is also mirrored with respect to his physical environment and the everyday
problems which his-high country environment presented. A good example of this is his response
to the problems presented by the ever increasing and destructive rabbit population. This is
evidenced by his invention of both the pollard cutter and the pollard mixer discussed later in this
chapter. From the outset, Ernest prided himself on both the quality and the durability of his
company’s products, and these virtues became a company hallmark portrayed by their

15

The Hayes family now had nine children.
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subsequent adoption of the motto, 'Durability before Cheapness', and its subtext, ‘first cost-last
cost’ (Edwards 24).
Technological threats and opportunities
Fig.13 Excerpt from Otago Witness, 22 September 1898, p.29

During the early period of Hayes Engineering (1895-1905), Ernest’s work was widely varied and
straddled an ever-widening duality between tradition and modernity, as employment
opportunities in his former trade practices steadily diminished and gave way to his emerging
career as a professional designer, manufacturer and entrepreneur. This situation is reflected in a
regional report published in the Otago Witness in 1898 which hints at the demise of his work at
the Ida Valley mill, due partly to changes in technology, and also partly due to the quality of the
local grain (Fig. 13).16 These events are foreshadowed by a series of advertisements he placed in
the Otago Daily Times and Otago Witness between 1893 and 1895. In the first of these (Fig. 14), he
touts for work related to his traditional skills, an approach he continues with in a further
advertisement that he placed a little over two years later (Fig.15). Interestingly, in this later
advertisement, he describes himself as a wheelwright17, and concludes the advertisement with his

Fig.14 Hayes advertisement from Otago Daily Times 29 March 1893, p.3

phone contact via the local post office, suggesting that although geographically remote, his life at
Oturehua was far from cut off from the outside world, a romanticised view of Hayes repeated in
many publications (see chapter epigraph). In the same edition of this newspaper, and appearing
on the same page, he also placed another advertisement signalling the new direction of his work
in designing and manufacturing patented agricultural products. These were the seeds of his future
business (Fig. 16). By 1900, the Central Otago railway line reached Oturehua (Williams 12), and
as a consequence, the operation of the mill was no longer economical for it was now cheaper to
transport grain direct to Dunedin for milling in the city’s newly industrialised roller mills

Notes provided at the current display in the Hayes Museum suggest that the quality of wheat grown in
the region did not make for a particularly high quality of flour.
16

Fig.15. Hayes advertisement from Otago Witness, 22 August 1895, p.25

Hayes continued to refer to himself as a millwright as late as 1917 when he used this term to describe his
occupation in a patent application for a ‘combination oil (word unclear) tank’ of 12 September 1917
17
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(Thornton 97).18 But this enhanced ability to move goods to and from the region also opened up
new opportunities for Hayes Engineering and the industrialisation of New Zealand agriculture.
The growing demand by small farmers for land provided a strong impetus for his manufacturing
endeavours, especially fencing products. This demand was driven still further by a number of other
factors, among them, the newly established railway lines, as these necessitated large amounts of
fencing to prevent stock from wandering onto the railway lines.19 Demand for land was further
increased by the large number of smaller farms established through the government's forced subdivision of the large estates during the 1890’s (Nightingale). Most of these estates were
Fig.16. Hayes advertisement from Otago Witness, 22 August 1895, p.25

established in the South Island meaning Hayes’ enterprise was well placed to take advantage of
this emergent opportunity.
Predating all of these factors in the industrialisation of New Zealand’s agricultural production was
the advent of frozen shipping in 1882. This was breakthrough technology in the transport of farm
produce for a remote agricultural nation resulting in large and rapidly expanding markets for New
Zealand’s meat and dairy products. In 1882, the world's first commercially successful shipment of
frozen meat was sent to the United Kingdom from Hayes’ port of arrival in New Zealand, Port
Chalmers. Simpkin explains the importance of this technological development; ‘After 1895, the
tears of meagre return for strenuous effort gave way to a period of widely diffused and increased
prosperity……this prosperity was neither ephemeral or artificial, it was solidly based upon the
development of new industries opened up by refrigeration’ (169).
The emergence of these global export markets also contributed to the demand for farms in the
region and this is especially evident in the exponential growth of fencing wire imports. In1895 the
total volume of wire fencing imported into New Zealand was 53,081 tons, but by 1900 this figure

Milling technology had changed from the time of Hayes’ British apprenticeship. Industrialised roller mills
which replaced traditional tone wheels, were established in Dunedin in 1890 (Thornton 34).
18

19 Atkinson

notes that the scarcity of trackside fencing made New Zealand Rail ‘a notorious stock
killer’ (Atkinson 39).
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had almost doubled to 91,411tons, and by 1910 it had almost doubled again to 179,318 tons 20.
Brooking confirms the dominance of the agricultural sector to New Zealand’s economy during
this period: by1891, 67.2% of all New Zealand's exports comprised animal products from
introduced grazing stock dependent on grass, increasing to 93% by 1921 (2006). All these factors
contributed to the growing redundancy of Hayes’ traditional craft based skills as a millwright and
his resultant entrepreneurship as a designer and manufacturer of agricultural implements.
Hayes Engineering Ltd.1894 – 1905
Fig.17 Editorial resposne to a letter from Hayes’ regarding technical
issues relating to cycling.
Otago Witness 19 September 1895, p.35

The period 1894 -1905 was a critical time in Hayes’ development as an industrial designer. As well
as designing, fabricating and marketing a diverse range of agricultural products, he also
communicated with regional newspapers discussing a range of design issues relating to his own
work (Fig.17). His extensive product development culminated with his first commercially
successful wire strainer, the monkey grip wire strainer of 1905 (Orange). There appears to be
very little documentation of his work between 1900 and 1905 but there is nonetheless clear
evidence that a considerable amount of this time must have been spent in developing both the
workshops and production tools and processes required for the products which he began
marketing from around 1904. These included a cart jack and a wire coiler (McMorran), but the
most successful of these early products was indubitably his portable wire strainer of 1906. This
was a complex design that would have entailed a considerable amount of prototyping and testing
before being ready for commercial production.
The Automatic Wire Tightener 1894
Hayes’ earliest patent application was for a wire strainer, which he described as an ‘automatic wire
tightner’ (Fig. 18), and was made on 12 October 1894. Like many before him, Hayes attempted to
resolve a number of difficult problems presented by the critical, but seemingly simple task of

Fig.18 Patent drawing for Hayes Automatic Wire Tightner (sic) 1894
Statistics New Zealand, Government Printer, Wellington, 1895, 1900 and 1910 respectively. Page nos. 142,
153 and 87 respectively.
20
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straining wire in such a way as to ensure that the tension could be adjusted according to the
affect of environmental conditions.
A considerable variety of wire strainers were already widely available throughout New Zealand at
the time of Hayes’ application and a number of these had been available prior to his arrival in
New Zealand.. New Zealand manufacturers of these devices were operating in a lucrative and
highly competitive market, often against well-established imported varieties. Some of these, such
as the Australian-produced Kilburn and Walker wire strainers achieved extremely high sales
across the two colonies. An advertisement for the Kilburn in the Marlborough Express of 3
June1889 claims that over a million were already in use, while Walsh notes that Walker's wire
strainer was adopted by the governments of both New Zealand and South Australia and had
sold more than 700,000 units by 1888 (Walsh 18). Conversely, Dunedin stock and station agents,
Donald Reid and Company, had established sizeable international markets for their Triplex and
Titan wire strainers by the late 1880s, and these were patented throughout New Zealand,
Australia and the United States.21 Riley shows that during the decade 1880-1890, eighty patent
applications were made in New Zealand for wire strainers, suggesting that there were significant
commercial opportunities for manufacturers of a well-designed wire strainer (Riley 11). Hayes
was one of these, albeit something of a late entrant into the competition 22.
Well aware of the many competing strainers on the market, Hayes took advantage of the
newspaper print network as a means for promoting his own designs through correspondence
and advertising. In a lengthy letter to the Otago Witness published on 8 August, 1895, he goes into
considerable detail to explain the exact manner of operation of his automatic wire tightener
21

US patents nos. 339319 and 374810 respectively.

It is highly likely that Hayes had some degree of familiarity with wire fencing before emigrating from
England in 1881. The use of wire fencing was established in English farms as early as the mid 1840s (Rham
206), and Hayes’ home town of Monks Kirby was no more than 50 kilometres from Birmingham where Hill
and Smith, one of the major English producers of wire fences, were based. Hayes worked in rural locations
throughout the United Kingdom before emigrating.
22
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compared to what he describes as ‘ordinary wire strainers’ and their shortcomings (Fig.19). Hayes
wrote this letter in defence of his automatic wire strainer in an attempt to correct what he
perceived to be a misunderstanding among farmers and merchants. His rationale for this design
specifically addresses the need created by the harsh climatic conditions of his home ground of
Central Otago23. The dry air of this high country farmland is also a critical advantage to the
durability of metal goods, as metal is far less prone to rusting than in the damper air of lowland
zones, or in coastal locations where highly corrosive sea air can cause rapid deterioration,
especially so in the more humid and less mountainous North Island. He vigorously argued that his
automatic wire strainer was a significant improvement on previous designs which required
constant, time-consuming and costly maintenance:
When this machine is set, there is no necessity to bother about fences getting slack or
the breaking of wires by contraction. When the sun shines and the fence wires
expand, this machine takes up the expansion. If it freezes and your wires contract, the
tightener is equal to the occasion, and is compressed, slacking the wires to the
required degree of tension at which the machine is first set. The fence requires no
periodical straining or slackening, as with ordinary wire strainers.
Otago Witness, 8 August 1895, p16
This design was intended to function with the smaller diameter No. 11 wire, instead of the now
iconic No. 8 wire24 which was in common use at the time25. Because a roll of No.11 wire was
almost twice the length of the same size roll of No. 8 wire, the automatic wire tightener afforded
farmers significant cost and labour savings, a matter of considerable concern at the time:
Oturehua is located in a region which experiences New Zealand's greatest extremes of summer heat and
winter cold , including the country’s lowest ever recorded temperature of -25.6 C at nearby Ranfurly.
Summer temperatures are commonly in excess of 30 degrees Celsius (http://www.niwa.co.nz/node/101210).
23

The use of No.8 wire as an adaptive material that is highly suitable for solving a wide variety of everyday
problems in a durable, inexpensive, and ad-hoc fashion is widely regarded in New Zealand popular culture
as epitomising some essential characteristic of what it is to be a New Zealander (O’Brien, 2008).
24

The diameter of wire is indicated by its gauge which represents the number of times it is passed through
the manufacturing rollers, the greater the number of passes, the smaller the diameter of the wire. No.8 wire
is 4mm in diameter.
25

Fig.13. Hayes letter to Otago Witness, 8 August 1895 p.16
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In these hard times if we can save three or four coils of wire to the mile, and ensure a
reduction of freight by using lighter posts and standards, and always have our fences tight
without having any trouble looking after them, I feel it will be a boon to both run holder
and farmer.
The cost-saving benefits of his design are persuasively summarised in an advertisement in the
Otago Witness of 22 August1895 (Fig. 20), but no physical examples of device described have
been found to exist. Precedent for his design however can be clearly established in an example
Fig. 20 Advertisement for Hayes Lightning Poison Pollard Cutter and
Automatic Wire Tightener
Otago Witness, 22 August 1894 p.25

such as John Brown’s wire tensioner of 1888 (Fig 21). Tension springs such as these were
reasonably common in a variety engineering situations and their use in tighteners for wire fencing
appears to be an example of an adopted technology. It may not be drawing too much of a long
bow to suggest that as an experienced engineer Hayes based his automatic wire strainer on
exactly this principle. The only evident threat to this technology was recored in the Otago
Witness of 1 November 1894:
!
Mr Burnett has had several chains of wire abstracted from his fence, and some patent
strainers are missing. Two or three settlers have lately complained of wire and strainers
being taken from their fences.
(Otago Witness, 1 November 1894, p.24)
There appears to be no further evidence of any work by Hayes’ on this or any other sort of wire
tightener until his invention of the ‘monkey grip’ wire strainer in 1905 (Orange). His failure to
develop the automatic wire strainer any further is more than likely due to a fundamental flaw in
its design; the strainer provides for only very limited movement in the wire. With this design the
maximum amount that a wire can be tensioned or slackened is governed by the length of the
spring. This is considerably shorter than lengths of wire that are commonly taken up or released

Fig. 21 Drawing for a wire tensioner designed by John Scott Brown of
Tasmania, 1888.
Tasmanian patent No. 650
Brown described the device as ‘Improvements in apparatus for regulating
the tension of fencing wires and for testing the same’.

the lengths of wire that but his design of an ‘automatic wire strainer provides the earliest
example of Hayes’ attempt to capitalise on his inventive skills and to protect his intellectual
property through the patenting process. His inventive energy appears to have been redirected
to solving other more straight-forward but nonetheless demanding problems on his farm for
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which there were no available or suitable technological solutions.
The Pollard Poisoned Cutter 1895
Ernest's earliest commercially successful product was a labour saving device which he named a
‘Lightning poisoned pollard Cutter’(sic), (Fig.22). His patent application for this was made on 28
May 1895 and this was accepted on June 7 1895. Hayes designed the device to cut up small
squares of poisoned pollard, a dough-like mix commonly used to control the rabbit population
which was, and is still today, a constant source of trouble and expense for local farmers. 26 The
dough was a mixture of poisonous phosphorous and pollard (a kind of bran), which was laid
around the entrances to rabbit burrows. Ernest's invention consisted of a series of sharp-edged
discs set out on a spindle with wooden handles at either end. This device could be drawn across
the length and breadth of a sheet of dough to produce a large number of square pellets in a very
short time. Varying the width of the spacers between the discs enabled the user to produce
pellets in a range of sizes as desired. Hayes’ patent application claimed that the machine would cut
‘one thousand half inch squares per minute or about sixty thousand small squares per hour’ and
notes that the discs, ‘may be made of brass, aluminium or any other suitable material.’ Initially,
production of some parts of the cutter was outsourced, an entrepreneurial decision that was
likely based on an expectation of efficiencies in quality and production costs that would outstrip
those of hand production. This however, did not eventuate. Les Hayes recalls that some cast discs
and some turned collars (spacers) were produced in Dunedin but they were not successful and
were subsequently hand made at Oturehua (Les Hayes notes). Prior to the invention of Hayes’
product, pollard bait was produced by rolling the dough through a gridded cutting frame, a messy
and time-consuming process which involved considerably more handling of the toxic product
than Hayes’ cutter. The entrepreneurial Hayes produced27 this cutter in three different sizes, for

26 By

1895/96 one quarter of the budget of the newly established Department of Agriculture was spent on
rabbit control (Nightingale).
Extracts from Hayes notes record that prior to the construction of the first workshop on the premises in
1895, the pollard cutters (and their prototypes) were made on the kitchen table.
27

Fig. 22 Patent file for Lightning (sic) Poisoned Pollard
Cutter, Ernest Hayes, 7 June1895
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farmers, grazing ranch holders, and for large stations, and sent an example to Otago Witness for
the inspection of interested readers, claiming that it would ‘do the work of a dozen men’ (Fig. 23),
thus saving both time and money. In order to increase sales of his cutter, his wife, Hannah sought
orders by cycling to farms throughout the district and beyond armed with product samples, and
leaving one of the oldest daughters to look after the family (Orange). These excursions must have
taken some days at a time and involved considerable effort as the roads were rough and the
terrain in places, extremely hilly28 . Nonetheless, Hannah rode as far afield as the Mackenzie Basin,
which stretches into the neighbouring province of Canterbury, a distance of over 200 kilometres
Fig. 23 Lightning Poisoned Pollard Cutter, Llew. Hayes 1896.
This cutter was an improved version of Ernest’s design of 1895.
Ernest’s version did not include the projecting ‘fingers’, which prevent
the cut strips from becoming entangled.

across the Lindis Pass (Fig.11). Grandson Clive Hayes described her as ‘the first travelling
salesman’ (Clive Hayes). Hundreds of the cutters were eventually sold in this way until production
ceased in 1917.
It is possible that Hayes drew inspiration for the form of the pollard cutters (Fig.23) from a
common agricultural product, the disc and harrow (Fig. 24). These machines were widely used in
tilling fields and were regularly pictured in advertisements in the Otago Witness. While this
example is speculative, Hayes clearly used product precedents to inform his designs, and this is
clearly evident in his complementary design of the same year, the Lightening pollard poison mixer.
The Lightening Pollard Poison Mixer 1895
His third labour-saving invention, which was designed to work in tandem with the pollard cutter,
consisted of a cylindrical barrel into which the ingredients of the pollard mix could be poured and
mixed (Fig. 25). Inside the barrel was a series of adjustable metal rods mounted on a circular plate
exactly matching the barrels internal diameter. A metal axle with a crank handle at the top was
fixed through the centre of this plate and secured at the bottom of the barrel to enable the
whole assembly to turn freely and mix the pollard while at the same time containing it within the
barrel (Fig.26). In his patent application for this device, Hayes explains that other product
precedents informed his design: ‘I do not claim the whole of the machine. I do not claim the

Fig. 24 Advertisement for disc and harrow.
28

Oturehua is 500 metres above sea level, and the Lindis Pass over which she cycled is 971metres.
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whole of that modus operandi’. It is the application of the mixer as part of a rabbit-poisoning
system that he is patenting. Apart from its efficiency as a labour-saving device, Hayes’ design
demonstrates consideration for the safety of both the product and its users. In his patent
application he describes it as ‘a vessel of cylindrical form, made of iron with a tight fitting lid to
keep in the fumes of the phosphorous’. He used this design advantage in his subsequent
marketing of the product, where he exhorted would-be-users that the use of his pollard mixers
and pollard cutters would avoid poisoning the users (Fig. 27).
In both patent applications for the pollard cutter and the pollard mixer, Hayes records his
occupation as farmer, suggesting that he was not yet employed full time in his newly established
engineering business. Considered in tandem, these product designs demonstrate his systemsbased design process, which he also applied to the organisation of his business. Family members
Fig. 25 Drawing for Lightning Pollard Poison mixer, Ernest Hayes 1895

gradually became involved in the enterprise: Hannah for distribution, and then Llew to assist with
design and production. In later years three more of their sons joined were employed in the
business. This systems-based thinking is also evident in his subsequent ‘families’ for fencing related
products.
Aside from the obvious efficiency gains in production and in use, Hayes' knowledge of, and
advocacy for new materials and technologies is signalled by his mention of aluminium as a suitable
material for use in the discs of the pollard cutter. The electrolytic process for producing
commercial quantities of aluminium had only been established in the late 1880s and the material
does not appear to have been imported into New Zealand before 1900 (Statistics New
Zealand). Shatzberg notes that the new material carried strong symbolic associations with
modernity and technological progress, and was enthusiastically touted in the early 1890s as
heralding a new age, 'a product of science, in contrast to traditional metals which were seen as
based on craft knowledge' (Shatzberg 236). The following examples provide further evidence of
Hayes’ progressive incorporation of new technological developments in his designs.

Fig. 26 Lightning Pollard Poison Mixer,, Ernest Hayes 1895
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The Lightning Pollard Poison Cutter 1896
This product is particularly important in understanding Hayes’ design process, which was both
iterative and collaborative., The latter quality contrasts with popular myths about design that have
shaped the reception of his work. Hayes is often romanticised as a man of unique genius, whereas
his grandsons Clive and Les attribute a significant part of the company’s success to the input of
his son Llew (Clive Hayes ). Rather than detract from his standing as a designer, this evidence
supports the case for Hayes as an industrial designer who actively sought out collaborative
partners, and more closely aligns with contemporary models of professional design practice than
Fig. 27 Advertisement from Otago Witness, 12 December 1895.

those of the isolated heroic craftsman. Thornton’s suggestion that Hayes was possessed of ‘unique
capacity for solving problems many would have regarded as impossible’ (Thornton 98), is not
borne out by the example of the refined Lightening pollard poison cutter.
On 1 June 1896, Llew Hayes, then aged 17, applied for a patent for a ’Lightning Pollard poison
(sic) Cutter', an improved version of his father's design. Llew's design added a series of "finger
bars" projecting from the rear of the cutter between each of the discs (Fig.23). The bars
prevented the cut pollard strips between the discs from adhering either to the collars or the
discs, or from becoming entangled in each other. This was a critical improvement on his father's
earlier design, but one that is not widely known due to the persistence of myths of heroic
individualism popular in frontier societies. According to Clive Hayes, Hannah taught Llew drawing,
and Ernest trained him in engineering and pattern making; Llew is regarded by the family as
sharing his father's inventiveness (N.G. and L L. Hayes). Clive Hayes recalls that it was Llew who
was responsible for many of the improvements that were made on the company's products
(Clive Hayes, Les Hayes). Llew's patent application for his pollard cutter was witnessed by Ernest
and granted on 14 July 1896. In signing this application, Llew gave his occupation as rabbiter,
sharing the same unity of designer, producer and user as his father. By 1897 Llew was employed
part time to assist with his father’s enterprises while continuing to work as a rabbiter. He began
full time work at Hayes Engineering in 1905 (Les Hayes).
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The Express road tyre bicycle wheel 1897
Hannah’s role in teaching Llew drawing and acting as a travelling salesperson further underscores
the company’s integrity of process and as well as their entrepreneurial and collaborative spirit.
Her role as a travelling salesperson is important from a feminist perspective, as woman cyclists of
the period were commonly regarded with considerable social prejudice (Simpson 5). Her
experiences on the rough unsealed roads of the rural high country are likely to have inspired one
of Ernest’s less well known (but more far-sighted) designs, an ‘improved bicycle wheel’ of 15
March 1897 (Fig. 28). Hannah witnessed this application stating her occupation as 'housewife.'
This application appears to replace an earlier application for an Express Road Tyre Bicycle Wheel,
lodged on 4 February 1897, but cancelled on the day of his subsequent application. In both
applications, Ernest now describes himself as an inventor and provides a detailed mechanical
rationale for his duplex wheel design along with a critical visual appraisal of its proportions,
indicating that his design process was not entirely driven by engineering pragmatism, but also
included a strong aesthetic sense which demonstrably influenced the final form of his product. His
March application states:
I have designed this type of wheel to overcome the present defects in the narrow cycle
wheels which are now used–viz slipping on soft roads and sidings and which are difficult
to balance for beginners. What is required is a broader type of wheel combining
strength with lightness, and speed with safety which cannot be effectively accomplished
with the narrower wheels. The numerous accidents which now happen are mostly
caused by the tyres having too narrow a grip, as the angle of the air pressure adapts
itself to the angle of the sidelings, the bicycle will slip at once if the road is what is
termed a greasy condition, if the tyres were increased in diameter, they would be too
bulky and unwieldy in appearance. My broad pneumatic tyre overcomes this defect.
Fig. 28 Express Road Tyre Bicycle Wheel, Ernest Hayes, 1897

Hayes' interest in cycles is further evidence of his knowledge of, and advocacy for,
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contemporary or emergent technologies, as both the pneumatic tyre 29 and the safety cycle were
relatively recent inventions. 30 Hayes was engaged in correspondence with the Otago Witness
concerning the pneumatic tyre at least eighteen months prior to his patent application for this
wheel, which like the pollard mixer, demonstrates a strong concern for safety. (Otago Witness 19
September 1895) (Fig. 27). In this letter, a response to an earlier article, he seeks more published
information on the nature and use of pneumatic tyres. As an entrepreneur, he saw the
opportunities in this emergent industry. Hunter shows that ‘of all the industries recorded in the
New Zealand census of 1896, capital accumulation occurred fastest in the cycle industry’ (Hunter
153). This phenomena is borne out in Hayes’ local context, as from 1895-1901 the Dunedin bike
manufacturing and importing company of Cooke Howlison had expanded to cover three city
blocks of the city (Hunter 155). Like his automatic wire strainer of 1894, there appears to be no
further evidence of this wheel, and apart from his gold crevice dredge bucket of 1898 it marks
one of his final forays into design outside of the field he knew best: agricultural technology. Patent
applications show that the cost of each of these applications was at least two pounds seven, a
sizeable sum when considered against the average weekly wage of no greater than one pound
that was paid to a farm labourer at the time. 31
Hayes’ wire strainers
From the outset of establishing Hayes Engineering Ltd. however, Ernest’s inventive energy was
primarily focussed on the design, production and distribution of small farm implements, and it was
with these that the company achieved their greatest success, arguably with their various designs
for wire strainers. Hayes portable wire strainer is particularly significant as its gradual

The pneumatic tyre was patented by Robert Thomson in France in 1846 and in the United States in
1847. It was not commercially produced until late 1890 following john Dunlop's United States patent of
1887 which was subsequently rescinded on the basis of Thomson's prior work. (Dunlop)
29

30 The

invention of the 'safety cycle' in 1885 resulted in a worldwide boom in cycling and cycle
manufacturing which peaked in the mid 1890's (Simpson 2).
31

Statistics New Zealand, Government Printer, Wellington 1897 pp16-17
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development spanned almost his entire working life in the company from 1894 – 1926. For this
reason, his work on this device has been chosen as a primary focus of this thesis, as from it alone,
the case for Hayes as a pioneer industrial designer can be strongly argued. Like the bicycle wheel,
wire-straining devices are another example of a rapidly developing technology of the period, a
technology of which Hayes had first hand experience and one that had already established the
potential for very good returns by the time of his first design.
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CHAPTER 3
THE HAYES PORTABLE WIRE STRAINER: ITS CONTEXT
AND ITS DEVELOPMENT.
What nation can exist in modern times that is composed
entirely of tillers of the ground and shepherds of
sheep?’ (Hunter)32
Fig. 29 Fencing Wire in a Central Otago winter

Introduction
Many of Hayes’ products were developed in response to problems concerned with wire fencing, a
relatively new technology at the end of the nineteenth century, but one that was dogged by the
seemingly simple problem of effective wire straining. A viable solution to this problem was
absolutely critical to the success of wire fencing for without it, the fences were no longer effective
as barriers. The nub of the problem was to devise a simple, durable and inexpensive device or
system that could establish and maintain the necessary tension of fencing wire, a problem of
particular importance to farmers in regions of climatic extremes, such as the Maniototo where
Hayes farmed (Fig.29). In climates such as these, winter frosts could cause the wires to snap due
to contraction, while in the heat of summer they would sag and thereby diminish their
effectiveness. An even more crucial problem lay in ensuring that the protective galvanized coating
of the wire was not ruptured during straining, leaving the wire prone to rust and eventual
breakage. This was a problem of far greater significance in the moisture-laden air of coastal zones
Question posed by W N Blair, guest speaker at the New Zealand Manufacturers Association inaugural
dinner held in Dunedin, 12th February 1884. A full account of this meeting was published in the Otago Daily
Times 29th February1884, p.1.
32
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than the dry air of inland regions such as the Maniototo. The development of definitive solutions
to these seemingly simple problems proved however to be a task of deceptive difficulty.
To this end, Hayes devised and patented a variety of strainers that gradually improved upon their
predecessors and these were highly instrumental in the commercial success of the company. The
most significant of these products with respect to his development as an industrial designer were
his portable wire strainers, one of two distinctly different design types that emerged as a solution
to this problem. Both are discussed in depth later in this chapter. Each was developed in the face
of well-established competition from New Zealand, Australia, and United Kingdom manufacturers
who held international patents for their products and these were widely available throughout
New Zealand. Nonetheless, Hayes’ portable wire strainers gradually secured widespread and
Fig. 30 Hayes Smooth Grip Chain Grab Wire Strainer, designed 1924
The designmark award was made in 1981, neatly coinciding with the
centenary of Hayes arrival in New Zealand.

enduring success. This is underscored by the fact they are still widely sold today with little change
to either their original form or their operating principle. They are arguably Hayes’ most successful.
Fifty seven years after he patented the fifth and final iteration of his portable strainer in1924, it
achieved a ‘Designmark’ award by the New Zealand Industrial Design Council33 in 1981 (Fig. 30).
For these reasons, Hayes’ work on wire strainers is of critical importance in the consideration of
his work as an industrial designer, and the design process that led to the final iteration is therefore
given a particularly close focus in this chapter.
This chapter backgrounds the commercial and technological context that existed with respect to
wire straining in New Zealand concurrent with the establishment of Hayes Engineering in 1895. It
provides a diachronic analysis of the wide range of strainers then available in New Zealand, with
particular reference to those designed, manufactured or distributed in Hayes’ home province of
Otago. In doing so it contextualizes his endeavours as a designer, manufacturer and entrepreneur.
The chapter also documents the emergence of several other strainers that entered this market
The New Zealand Industrial Design Council was established by the New Zealand government under the
Industrial Design Act of 1966. The objective of the council was to promote the quality of New Zealand
industrial design and by doing so, to act as an agent for expanding the country’s economy. The Council
vetted all applications for membership to their ‘Designer Service’ and awarded them the right to use their
‘Designmark’ logo in association with designs that passed their criteria as ‘well-designed products’. Although
the council was abolished in 1988, the Designmark can still be found on some New Zealand made products
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between 1895 and 1906, that is, between the establishment of Hayes Engineering and the
production of the company’s first portable wire strainer. Subsequent iterations of this strainer are
also discussed in depth. Other Hayes’ products are also examined with the intention of revealing
more fully the scope of his practice as an early industrial designer.
PORTABLE AND PERMANENT WIRE STRAINERS DEFINED
Wire straining devices are commonly referred to as wire stretchers, wire tensioners or wire
tighteners. While these generic terms are perfectly adequate in some situations, for the purposes
of this thesis more precise definitions are required to clearly differentiate between the many
different types of wire strainers. The straining of wire fences is almost invariably achieved through
Fig.31 Hayes portable wire strainer 1906

the use of either portable or permanent wire strainers (Walsh 17). These two distinctively different
types of wire strainers emerged from the earliest use of wire fencing and have persisted to this
day. A typological is provided in the following section of this chapter (Fig.33), but their essential
characteristics may be described as follows.
A portable wire strainer, 34 is a hand-held mechanical device that provides for two fence wires to
be held separately (and parallel), then drawn towards each other until sufficient overlap is
achieved to enable them to be tied in a knot, after which the strainer is disengaged leaving only
the knotted wires in place. The main advantage of this kind of wire strainer is cost efficiency, as a
single (i.e. portable) strainer only is required for all straining work. However, the major
disadvantage of this kind of strainer is that it does not allow for subsequent further tensioning or
release of tension whenever required. Hayes’ first portable wire strainer is an early example of
this type (Fig. 31). Conversely, a permanent wire strainer is a device that remains on the wire after
tensioning is complete. Unlike portable wire strainers, permanent wire strainers usually enable the
fence wire to be subsequently readjusted as necessary. A wide variety of all these products were
advertised in provincial newspapers such as the Otago Witness and The Otago Daily Times, and

Fig. 32 Fencing products, Reid and Gray catalogue,1886
This advertisement for various products related to wire fencing
specifically identifies five different types of wire available in
Dunedin at least ten years before the establishment of Hayes
Engineering.

Throughout this thesis I have adopted Walsh’s term of portable wire strainer although Hayes described
his 1906 design as a ‘parallel strainer’.
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through company publications such The Farmer’s Circular, which was produced and distributed by
Dunedin stock and station agents, Donald Reid and Company Ltd. In addition, companies such as
Reid35 and Gray, a large Dunedin-based firm of agricultural equipment manufacturers, also
published an extensive annual catalogue of their products, featuring a wide range of wire strainers
and fencing products such as the Atlas permanent wire strainer.(Fig. 32). In considering Hayes’
work, it is valuable to provide a closer examination of the extraordinarily wide variety of wire
strainers available both prior to, and concurrent with the production of his first parallel wire
strainer in 1906. In doing so, his work may be understood within the technological and
commercial context of its time. The following typological study identifies and explains the critical
characteristics of these varieties.

PORTABLE AND PERMANENT WIRE STRAINERS DESCRIBED: A
TYPOLOGICAL STUDY
A typological study across the two principal typologies of wire strainers,
portable and permanent wire strainers, provides a surprisingly wide range of
variants (Fig.33). The vast majority of these variants belong within the parent
typology of permanent wire strainers, while those that are identified as
portable wire strainers are relatively few. A comparative description of all
these variants across the entire typology follows.
Portable wire strainers
Portable wire strainers provide only two distinctive sub-categories. They
may be defined as either rigid-form portable wire strainers or flexible-form
Fig. 33 Typological map of wire strainers available in New Zealand
during the first decade of Hayes Engineering. Many were well
established within the first few years of Hayes arrival in New Zealand

portable wire strainers. Of the two, flexible-form wire strainers have proven to be by far the most
successful, while rigid-form wire strainers now appear only in museums. Nonetheless, both
varieties are of critical importance in considering Hayes’ work in the development of his flexibleform portable wire strainer, the ‘Smooth Grip Chain Grab Wire Strainer’ of 1924. It originally
35

No relation to Donald Reid.
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entered entered the market as a rigid-form portable wire strainer in 1906 (Fig. 31), but
subsequently evolved into a flexible-form portable wire strainer by the time of its final iteration in
1924.
Rigid-form portable wire strainers
Rigid-form portable wire strainers rely on being able to secure both ends of the fencing wire in a
rigid device that enables them to be ratcheted across one another in parallel by means of a small
lever. Once sufficient tension is achieved, the wires can be tied off before the ratchet is released.
In terms of utility, they were restricted in their usefulness due to the limitation of their reach, the
tension obtainable from their relatively small levers, their excessive weight, and their awkwardness
in use. Reid’s Titan Wire Stretcher (Fig.34 ) is an example of a rigid-form portable wire strainer
that was widely sold throughout New Zealand and Australia well before Hayes’ earliest
endeavours in any form of wire straining. It remained on the market until well into the twentieth
Fig. 34 Advertisement for Reid’’s Titan wire stretcher
Otago Witness 1 July 1882 p.4

century36, but unlike Hayes’ strainer portable wire strainer, changed relatively little over this time.
Flexible-form portable wire strainers
Flexible-form portable wire strainers allow for straining to be achieved by a similar means to
rigid-form portable wire strainers, but they are characterised by the chains and/or pivoting parts
used in their design, and hence their flexible form. They are also a more complex design than
rigid-form wire strainers and generally feature a significantly greater number of moving parts. This
enables greater flexibility in operation and a wider range of useability. Flexible-form portable wire
strainers, such as the New Zealand made Donald’s ‘Wire Stretcher’ (Fig. 35), are generally lighterweight than rigid-form strainers, and therefore, easier to use and transport. Donald’s strainer was
patented in the United States in 190437 and was another well-established competitor to Hayes by
the time of his entry into the market in 1906.

Fig. 35 Donald’s Wire Stretcher
An unsigned letter from Donald Reid to an unknown recipient dated 28th July 1932 discusses the merits
of both their Triplex and Titan wire strainers and confirms that they were still on the market. In the letter
they are referred to as ‘New Zealand’s premier wire strainers’. (Hocken Archives, 85-161 Box 2).
36

37

USPO No 770227
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Permanent Wire strainers
Permanent wire strainers fall into two distinctively different sub-categories: 1. those that are
attached to the wire at the fence posts (post-fixed strainers), and 2. those that are attached to the
wire between the fence posts (in-line strainers). Post-fixed strainers and in-line strainers commonly
include mechanical features that allow for their subsequent re-adjustment, a major advantage over
the portable wire strainer. A close examination of these sub-categories provides a further seven
variants as illustrated.
1.0 Post-fixed strainers
Post-fixed strainers consist of four distinct variants; eye-bolts, reels, winders, and integral systems.
These variants are primarily distinguished from each other by their various degrees of complexity
(from simple to highly engineered), their relative costs, durability, and ease of use. The common
characteristic across all of these variants is their operating principle of working in tandem with
fence posts, a situation that can result in long-term damage to the posts. The individual
characteristics of each of these variants are explained as follows.
1.1 Eye-Bolts
Eye-bolts (often referred to as screwed eye-bolts), were one of the earliest and simplest forms of
mass produced post-fixed strainers and were featured in the catalogues of various United
Kingdom fencing companies throughout the second half of the nineteenth century. They are an
example of a technology transferred from one application to another as they were used in many
examples of early nineteenth century engineering such as bridge building, where they were
employed for the tensioning of wire ropes. They were not particularly successful for use as fence
strainers however as exposure to the elements made them difficult to maintain in an operative
state particularly in remote locations. Hill and Smith’s catalogue of 1876 even notes that eye-bolts
‘often became imperfect from exposure’ (Fig. 36). Several late nineteenth century examples of
Fig. 36 Wire straining equipment, Hill and Smith catalogue 1876

eye-bolts that were used as fence strainers are displayed in the Alexandra Museum. All of these
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have been recovered from the surrounding hills, a distance not more than forty kilometres from
Hayes’ farm.
!

!

1.2 Reel strainers
Reel strainers were among some of the earliest and simplest forms of post-fixed strainers and
are intended to function by bearing against a fence post to prevent the tensioned fencing wire
from unravelling (Fig. 37). Before the widespread availability of economical and effective
commercial wire strainers, ad-hoc reel strainers provided the cheapest and most easily available
means of wire straining. Walsh notes that this was commonly achieved by wrapping the fence
wires on the strainer-posts around a suitable piece of wood that then remained in position. Walsh
also describes an alternative method using an asymmetrical Y-forked stick through which two
holes were drilled, one near the fork of the wire and the other on the longer arm on which a
handle was inserted. The wire was wound around the stick by means of the handle and arms of
the fork until the wire was suitably taut. The wire was then jammed into the post-hole with a
metal plug or marlinspike and unrolled and tied back on itself around the post (Walsh 16-17).
Fig. 37 Forged iron reel strainers can still be found
on some old fence lines.

Forged iron reels
Forged iron reels were both a more durable and more easily operated manufactured version of
these ad-hoc strainers. They generally consisted of a length of iron rod between 150mm–250mm
long and about 25mm in diameter.. To operate them, a metal rod was placed through a hole
provided in the reel thus enabling the operator to simply wind the wire around the reel until the
required tension was reached. The reel was then secured against the fence post by means of a
metal pin inserted into another hole, thereby preventing it from rotating and slackening the
tension. Forged iron reels were fabricated by local blacksmiths and varied considerably in their
size and weight due to their hand made production process. As such, this type represents a link
between handcraft and the beginnings of mass production in the field of wire strainers. However,
wire tensioned through the use of reels, tends to slacken off relatively quickly, and, over time,
pressure from the reels against the post can cause significant damage to it. A solution to this
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design defect is a prime focus of Bartholemew Ward’s beautifully documented ‘Improved Wire
Strainer’ of 1892 (Fig. 38).
The objects of my invention are to provide a simple and inexpensive apparatus for
straining wire in wire fences and which is effective in use and easily operated. A further
object is to construct the apparatus of such a conformation that it shall have no sharp
points or projections whereby the post against which the strainer works is injured or
worn away …….I am aware that wire strainers of somewhat similar construction have
been in use but the object of my invention is more particularly to provide a strainer that
will diminish the wear of and injury to straining posts.
Fig. 38 Improved Wire Strainer, Bartholemew Ward

The sophisticated draughtsmanship shown in Ward’s patent application confirms the work of a
highly skilled professional draughtsman and suggests that this type of strainer was still considered
a viable option close to the period of Hayes’ first endeavours in the field. This is further attested
to by one the most successful reel strainers of the period, the dumbbell shaped ‘Walker’s Wire
Strainer’ (Fig. 39). ‘Walker’s Wire Strainer’ was designed by Australian station manager Charles
Walker and patented in Australia, New Zealand and Great Britain in 1884, and the United States
in 1885. These highly effective cast-iron reels were sold in vast numbers throughout Australia38
and New Zealand where they were adopted by the governments of both countries for use in
securing their railway lines from wandering stock (Walsh 18). They are still widely used in
Australia today. Both Walker’s and Ward’s strainers provide strong evidence of sophisticated
professional practice and also attest to a significant advance in design and manufacturing
standards compared to the forged iron reels that they supplanted. Some interesting examples of
much earlier wooden reels that are almost identical in form to Ward’s design have survived
Fig. 39 Walkers Wire Strainer

despite their fragile material nature, and a pair of these is now displayed in the Cambridge (New
Zealand) Museum (Fig. 40). There is good evidence to suggest that these strainers are the genesis
of Walker’s design, but regardless of the veracity of this claim, the likelihood that they were
38

By mid-1888 over 700,000 of these had been sold in Australia alone (Walsh 18).
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machined on a lathe represents another step in the industrialisation of New Zealand agriculture.
The significance of Walkers strainers and their link to those in the Cambridge Museum is
discussed more fully in Chapter 4. While I have been unable to locate either physical evidence or
further documentation of Ward’s strainer, examples of Walker’s wire strainer are commonly
exhibited in museums around the New Zealand.
!
1.3 Mechanical winders
Mechanical winders were cast iron devices that were permanently fixed to fence posts, one for
each line of wire. They employed a ratchet and lever system to achieve their purpose and were
Fig. 40 Wooden wire straining reels, Cambridge Museum

sometimes also used as ‘portable’ wire strainers, despite their considerable size and weight. Hill
and Smith’s example (Fig. 36), reveals that these weighty devices were marketed as superceding
screwed eye-bolts. Despite the long availability of proven light-weight systems, such as Walker’s
wire strainers, Charles Longdill’s 1895 patent application for ‘Improvement in Wire Fencing
Gear’ (Fig. 41), suggests that heavy weight mechanical winders were still considered a viable
means of straining near the turn of the twentieth century. The basis of Longdill’s application is its
claim to ‘improving on an existing systems’, an almost generic claim in many such patents of the
period, but his design does not appear to have met with any commercial success. This was an
outcome that was not an uncommon for a large number of successful patent applications,
including a number of Hayes’. The naivety of the Longdill’s drawing style seen in the patent
documentation seems to be reflected in his design intentions as the sheer cost of material for
such a monolithic device would seem to render it an impractical proposition regardless of any
utilitarian benefit.
1.4 Integral strainers
Integral wire strainers reflect a more systematic approach to wire straining and as such represent
a co-ordinated approach to design thinking that may be seen as anticipating an early twentieth-

Fig. 41 Improvement in Wire Fencing Gear,Charles Longdill, 1895

century model of industrial design. They are the most complex and most expensive form of post-
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fixed strainers and although widely exported from the United Kingdom during the middle to late
nineteenth century, they are no longer produced. Integral post and strainer systems were
exported to colonies such as New Zealand and Australia from the early 1860s. Francis Morton’s
‘Colonial Sheep and Lamb Fence’ (Fig.42), is an example of this kind of system and was
promoted as ‘prepared expressly for sheep runs in the colonies’; however, its heavy weight and
somewhat cumbersome design would seem to render it unsuitable for any terrain other than
more or less flat land. Nonetheless, it was awarded the Prize Medal at New Zealand’s first
international exhibition, the 1865 New Zealand Industrial Exhibition held in Dunedin1865 (see
image). It was thereafter available for import although it achieved only limited sales. The durability
of this product however is without doubt as several working examples are still found in
Canterbury and Otago39.
Fig. 42 Francis Morton’s Colonial Sheep and Lamb fence; a systems
based approach to farm fencing.

2.0 I!n-line wire strainers
!In-line wire strainers are fixed to the wire between fence posts and these devices are the most
common form of permanent wire strainers used today. They consist of two principal types, single
piece in-line strainers, and mechanical in-line strainers and these are differentiated by their relative
degrees of complexity. The simplest of these are single piece in-line strainers. These comprise a
moulded single-piece unit (Fig.43), designed to be used with a custom made tool for tightening
purposes. In contrast to this relatively simple form of wire strainer is the mechanical in-line
strainer , a more complex design involving several moving parts but likewise designed to be
operated through the use of a custom made lever. Both varieties are still in common use today
and have a pedigree almost as old as the wire fence itself. This is traceable to mid-nineteenth
century French horticultural practices where they are known as raidissieurs (Fig.44), (Robinson

A recent archaeological dig at the site of Hayes Engineering has unearthed a simple version of an integral
wire straining system (Fig. 16), comprising of a doubled-over steel bar with a more or less ad-hoc form of
integral strainers fitted in the form of a series nuts and bolts. No further information is yet available about
this find, but it looks likely to shed even more light on Hayes’ design process and intentions.
39

Fig. 43 The Kilburn Wire strainer, a single piece, in-line strainer that
sold in large numbers in New Zealand during the late 19th and
early 20th century.
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577–579). A third type of in-line strainer should also be acknowledged: non-manufactured that or
ad-hoc solutions. Most likely driven by economic necessity, ad-hoc solutions to wire straining form
a distinctive colonial type. The solution illustrated (Fig.44A) was published in 1883 ‘to aid settlers
in what is sometimes a very troublesome business’ (Leys 386). Ad-hoc solutions to wire straining
were relatively common in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, but they were often
unreliable and were frequently used as a provisional fix.
Fig. 44 French raidisseur, mid 19th century

!

!

!
2.1 Single piece in-line strainers
A widely popular nineteenth-century example of a single piece in-line permanent strainer is the
Australian made Kilburn’(Fig. 43). It was patented in both Australia and New Zealand in1878 and
by 1900 had sold over one million units (Walsh 20). Like many single piece in-line strainers, its
small diameter reel has the disadvantages of being both limited in its wire holding capacity as well
as being far more difficult to turn than the larger reels of the mechanical in-line strainers that
were concurrently available.
2.2 Mechanical in-line strainers
!Mechanical in-line strainers are the most common form of wire strainers seen on New Zealand
fences today and are designed to enable the easy readjustment of fence wires once strained. A

Fig. 44A Ad-hoc wire strainer

wide variety of mechanical in-line strainers such as the Atlas permanent wire strainer (Fig. 32),
were available in New Zealand from the mid 1880s but the most successful of these appears to
have been John Reid’s ‘Triplex Wire Stretcher’ (Fig. 45), which was sold for ten shillings per dozen
in 1885. 40 The major advantage of mechanical in-line strainers is their ease of use, but this was
somewhat offset by their relatively high cost in relation to the most commonly-used alternative,
the single piece in-line strainer such as the Kilburn. By 1903 the price of the Triplex Wire Stretcher’
was reduced to seven shillings per dozen while the price for a dozen ‘Kilburn’ wire strainers at the
same time was around five shillings.
40

The Farmers Circular, 17 September 1885, p2.

Fig.. 45 Reid’s Triplex wire strainer, The Farmers Circular 1887.
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!PORTABLE vs PERMANENT WIRE STRAINERS
The relative benefits and disadvantages of permanent wire strainers over parallel wire strainers
precipitated a strong degree of parochialism among manufacturers and users of both types, a
commercial stand-off of a kind replicated many times throughout the history of industrial design.41
This is reflected in advertising such as that published in a special supplement to The Farmers
Circular of 29 October 1885. The supplement was provided by Reid’s to launch their newly
available Triplex Wire Strainer, a permanent wire strainer that they promoted as an innately
superior means of permanent wire straining over any other form:
‘It is now admitted by all intelligent farmers that fences cannot be conveniently be kept
tight, unless strainers are left permanently attached to the wires. All, or nearly all of existing
strainers with this object, operate from the straining post’.
Such marketing rhetoric by the company for their permanent wire strainer, did not preclude from
simultaneously promoting their Titan portable wire strainer as ‘the only thoroughly successful wire
strainer in the market’. 42 Which kind did farmers prefer? It is clear that the answer was not simply
based on the functional performance of the strainer. Economics and geography also played a
significant role in determining buyer preferences. Walsh suggests that most inventors working at
the turn of the century regarded the portable wire strainer as the future of wire straining (Walsh
20), but his data is drawn almost entirely from Australian sources and the geographic implications
of this on farmers preferences are not necessarily valid in a New Zealand context. Australian
stations were generally far larger than their New Zealand counterparts and the quantities of
materials required for fencing far greater.43 Distances involved in transporting goods were also far

41 The

rivalry between the operating systems of Apple computers and other brands of personal computers
is a good contemporary example.
42

Otago Witness, 28 October 1887, p.4

43 Many

pastoralists ordered wire by the ten and even one-hundred ton lot (Pickard, unpublished
correspondence).
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greater. Given that permanent wire strainers such as Walker’s weighed slightly over 400 grams
apiece, transporting large quantities of these over long distances would entail significant costs
over and above their initial cost of purchase. This expense was also one of the major
disadvantages of permanent wire strainers, as farmers are required to purchase individual
strainers for every wire they wished to strain. While such an expense is unlikely to constitute a
significant economic constraint to farmers today, this was not the case for many New Zealand
farmers in the late nineteenth century when the price of a single permanent strainer was roughly
equivalent to an hour’s wages for an agricultural worker.44
Regardless of the relative merits of these competing products, both portable wire strainers and
permanent wire strainers are still widely used today, their comparative advantages and
disadvantages clearly not significant enough to eliminate either type in over a century of
competition. Given this dual market, one is left to wonder about the thinking that lay behind
Hayes’ decision to develop a parallel wire strainer rather than continuing to market his Monkey
Brand permanent wire strainer, a product that he had been successfully selling since 1905.45 This
turn of events is now examined more closely.
THE HAYES PORTABLE WIRE STRAINER: ITS GENESIS AND CONTEXT
Genesis
Hayes’ decision to develop his portable wire strainer rather than a permanent one to compete
with such well established products as Reid’s Triplex wire strainer can be seen as a commercially
strategic decision of a well informed, future-focussed and entrepreneurial designer and
manufacturer. Hayes may well have been one of the inventors that Walsh had in mind when he
suggested that most inventors working at the turn of the twentieth century regarded the
Reid’s Triplex wire strainers were advertised for 9/- a dozen in the late 1880s, roughly equivalent to a day’s
wages for an agricultural worker. An average day’s wages for an agricultural worker today would purchase at
least four times this amount (Statistics New Zealand).
44
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Company records, Hayes Museum, Hayes Engineering Oturehua.
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portable wire strainer as the future of wire straining (Walsh 20). It would seem more likely,
however, that Hayes simply sensed the futility in attempting to compete with Reid’s invention that
had achieved such outstanding success and was still well protected by international patents.
Perhaps too, he sensed the opportunity to achieve the same degree of success with a portable
wire strainer. In spite of the commercial success already achieved by his potential rivals, a definitive
solution to the quintessential problem of designing a portable wire strainer that did not rupture
the protective galvanised coating of the wire remained unresolved.
The Monkey Brand Wire Strainer
By the turn of the century, Hayes had almost certainly abandoned any further development of
his automatic wire strainer of 1894 but, more importantly, by 1907 he also appears to have
abandoned any further production of a subsequent design, the ‘Monkey Brand Wire Strainer’ of
1905. This permanent wire strainer occupies a somewhat enigmatic place in Hayes’ legacy as it is
was his first commercial success with a wire strainer of any description but there appears to be
no surviving evidence of it in either visual or material form. Company records reveal that the
Monkey Brand Wire Strainer was manufactured for a two-year period more or less concurrent
with the first iteration of his portable strainer. The identity of The Monkey Brand Wire Strainer is
often conflated with his first portable wire strainer of 1906, probably because their dates of
origin coincide so closely. This confusion is further compounded by the fact that there appears to
be no published information that discriminates between the fundamentally different typological
identities of each strainer. Company records, however, clearly establish that the Monkey Brand
Wire Strainer’ was a permanent wire strainer, as it was sold by the dozen, and was available with a
purpose-made handle for tightening (Fig. 45)46.

46

Hayes Engineering Day Book, January 1907, Hayes Museum, Hayes Engineering, Oturehua
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The first sales of this
strainer were made on 03
May1905 when they were
sold for ten shillings per
dozen (Hayes Day
Book47 ). Sales of both the
Monkey Brand Wire
Strainer and Hayes’
portable strainer are
recorded during 1906 and
1907, however no further
sales of the Monkey Brand
Wire Strainer are
recorded beyond 1907. By
Fig..46 Entry in Hayes Day Book confirming monkey brand
strainers were sold by the dozen and came with a straining

that date their price had dropped to eight shillings per dozen (Hayes Day Book). This price
reduction is likely to be at least partially attributable to commercial necessity as Reid’s ‘Triplex’
wire strainer was now selling for nine shilling per dozen, but there is strong evidence to suggest
that Hayes’ reduction in cost was also achieved through improved efficiencies in his production
process. Unpaginated notes collated by Les Hayes which precisely date the origins of The Monkey
Brand Wire Strainer also refer to its mechanised means of production: ‘On May 1 1905 Llew. and
Bernard Hayes punched out the first Monkey Brand wire strainer’. Hayes’ development of his
production process is again mentioned in these notes where they record that in late September
of the same year, ‘a new shaping machine for putting the squares on the Monkey Brand Wire
Strainer was ready for operation’. These notes reveal that Hayes was now using a significantly
greater degree of mechanisation in the production of the Monkey Brand Wire Strainer compared
to his former manufacturing endeavours, but the lack of any further evidence leaves any fuller
account of the Monkey Brand Wire Strainer with far more questions than answers.
47

Hayes Museum, Hayes Engineering, Oturehua
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Nonetheless, the role the of Monkey Brand Wire Strainer is important in terms of Hayes’
development as an industrial designer, for it begs the question of why he so rapidly abandoned its
manufacture following the production of his first portable strainer in 1906. This was despite the
fact that sales of his permanent wire strainer, the Monkey Brand Wire Strainer were steadily
growing48 in a market saturated with choice (see Fig.33). Hayes’ dual development of both a
portable and a permanent wire strainer suggests that up until this time, he ‘had a dollar each way’
on which kind of strainer made the most commercial sense. He was developing both. Presumably
his development of both these strainers was taking place for some time before their respective
launch dates of 1905 (the Monkey Brand wire strainer) and 1906, (the portable wire strainer’).
Was he intending to duplicate Reid’s example by marketing both a permanent and a parallel wire
strainer? Their Triplex and Titan wire strainers were selling in good commercial quantities.
Whatever his reasons, it is apparent that Hayes was well informed of his options, and his decisions
to continue developing a portable wire strainer and to cease production of his Monkey Brand
Wire Strainer represented his best entrepreneurial strategy. Following these actions, there is no
evidence to suggest that the company made any further attempt at designing another permanent
wire strainer of any description for almost another twenty years. This occurred when Llew Hayes
registered a design for a permanent wire strainer49 in 1924, the same year as the final iteration of
the Hayes portable strainer. The significance of Llew’s 1924 design is discussed later in this
chapter. A close study of the wider commercial and technological context relevant to both
portable and permanent wire strainers provides a fuller understanding of Hayes’ decision to
develop the former.

48

49

Hayes Engineering Day Book, Hayes Museum, Hayes Engineering, Oturehua
RD77206
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THE HAYES PORTABLE STRAINER AND ITS COMPETITORS
Production of the Hayes portable wire strainer was made in the face of some well-established
competition from a large number of manufacturers ranging from local to international. Some of
these competing products, most notably Reid’s Titan Wire Stretcher (Fig.34), were on the market
at least twenty years before Hayes’ first portable wire strainer, and their various benefits and
disadvantages provided a fertile comparative opportunity for assisting his design endeavours.
The Titan Wire Stretcher
The Titan Wire Stretcher was marketed by the locally based stock and
station agents, Donald Reid Company and was almost certainly Hayes’
strongest competition. This was one of two wire strainers, a portable
and a permanent wire strainer, designed by John Reid. John was the son
of the company’s founder, Donald Reid, who established himself as a
wealthy farmer and businessman upon migration to Dunedin in 1850
(Angus). Reid’s company had all their Triplex and Titan wire strainers
Fig..47 Decoratve flourish to the side of the Titan Wire Stretcher.

manufactured in his native Scotland50 before being exported to New Zealand from where they
were internationally marketed 51. They were widely distributed within New Zealand following their
launch in The Farmers Circular of October 1885. Although the Titan initially sold in large
numbers, 52 the stippled debossing of its sides (Fig.46 ), gave it a slightly archaic appearance, a
curious stylistic flourish for such a utilitarian product. In terms of its function, the cast-iron Titan
weighed a relatively heavy 2.2 kilograms and this physical limitation coupled with its two-part
design made it a relatively cumbersome tool to transport and use easily compared to its
competitors, particularly those that subsequently entered the market. Nonetheless, despite these
anachronistic features, the Titan also aligned with some thoroughly modern principles of industrial
design. It was clearly designed for mass production and it featured interchangeable parts from its
50

Reid’s strainers were all manufactured at the Lochrin Iron Works in Scotland.
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US patent nos. 374,810 and 339,319 respectively
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An advertisement from Reid and Gray’s catologue of 1889, claims ‘10,000 in use in the colonies’.
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first iteration, ‘…….in case of wear or breakage, any part can be replaced by a duplicate’.53 Sales
figures for the Titan were in excess of 5,000 units within the first five years of its launch, but,
unlike its competitors (including Hayes), the Titan remained largely unchanged in design even
decades later. This factor likely contributed to its eventual disappearance from this highly
competitive market.
Donald's Wire Stretcher
A popular rival to the rigid-form Titan was the flexible-form Donald's Wire Stretcher (Fig.47),
manufactured by Donald Sons Ltd., a New Zealand company of agricultural implement
manufacturers established in Masterton in 1900. in weighed only 1.7 kilograms and also featured
Fig.. 48 Donalds Wire stretcher 1904

a small hammer and file that were neatly integrated into its design as removeable tools essential
for work on wire fences. However, its complex assembly of thirteen moving parts (excluding the
hammer and the file), suggest that it was a more complicated strainer to use. Nonetheless,
thousands of these strainers were sold throughout New Zealand, South Africa, Argentina and
Australia where it is still sold today (Walsh 22). Like Reid’s Titan and Triplex strainer, Donald’s was
patented in the United States (United States patent No 770,227, 1904). Competition between
manufacturers was fierce, and the stakes were high. An illustration of this is provided by the court
action 54 taken out by Donald in May of 1904 against yet another North Island based competitor,
Mr F. T. Page, the designer of Pages Lever Wire Strainer (Fig. 48). This popular strainer was
adopted in 1903 by the New Zealand Government for fencing along railway boundaries 55 and
employed an operating system very similar to ‘Donald’s Wire Stretcher’. Donald unsuccessfully
claimed that Page’s design infringed his patent and sought five hundred pounds in damages. By
1907 Page’s design had also been adopted for use use by British, Indian and Australian railways. 56

Fig.. 49 Pages Wire strainer, 1904
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Otago Witness, 19 November 1886, p18
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Manawatu Standard, 19 May 1904, p5
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Otago Witness, 10 June 1903, p5

56 Otago Witness,

12 June 1907 p25
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These examples reveal that the design of Hayes' portable wire strainer was, (if only by proxy),
internationally benchmarked through the work of his competitors such as Reid, Donald and Page.
Through their international patents, these designers are explicitly connected to the design
intentions of a vast network of others, albeit not always as commercially successful. A case study
of Reid's Triplex Wire Stretcher further underscores these points and provides a strong insight
into the commercial context of Hayes’ work as an Otago-based designer of agricultural
equipment.
Reid’s Triplex Wire Stretcher.
Reid’s Triplex Wire Stretcher (Fig.50) is arguably the definitive permanent wire strainer of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. So successful was this invention that its operating principle
became what could be described as a de facto industry standard, while the name Triplex’ became
a generic term for this type of strainer and remains in use today. This substitution of a trade name
as the common-use name for a product reflects a magnitude of design success that very few
products achieve. Other examples from twentieth century industrial such as ‘Thermos’, ‘Xerox’,
‘Biro’ and ‘Lux’ (an abbreviation of Electrolux), are similarly regarded as definitive designs of their
kind.
Reid’s patents for this outstandingly successful design extended throughout New Zealand,
Fig.. 50 Reids Triplex Wire strainer, 1886

Australia, England and the United States and as such were made in the explicit knowledge of
international developments in the field. This is evident from Reid’s United States application for his
‘Triplex Wire Stretcher’ of 1886, in which he cites W. F. Daniels' patent 57 of 11 April 1876 for an
'Improvement in Wire-Fence Tighteners'. Daniels in turn, acknowledged precedent for his own
design, thus contextualising Reid’s work within an extensive international network of related
patents. It is perhaps surprising that this example of such thoroughly professional
entrepreneurship was not at all uncommon even (if not especially), in a field as seemingly prosaic
57

United States Patent No. 175,944
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as agricultural equipment and in a region as geographically remote as Otago. It underscores the
fact that Reid recognised the international value of his design in the highly competitive and rapidly
expanding field of mechanised agricultural production and significantly, the need to protect this
intellectual property (Giedion 158-162). Such entrepreneurial opportunities were particularly
plentiful in Otago, then New Zealand’s largest and wealthiest province, and one that was
undergoing a rapid mechanisation of its agricultural production both in the field and in the
factory.
Agricultural implements designed and manufactured in Dunedin were then highly competitive in
world markets as evidenced by the outstanding successes of implement manufacturers such as
Reid and Gray. This company was established in the city in 1873 and produced a wide range of
complex agricultural implements, including some especially designed for New Zealand conditions,
such as reaping machines and ploughs. Products such as their reaper-binder of 1877 were
regarded as world leaders in their field (Cyclopedia 325) and received many awards at
exhibitions throughout New Zealand and Australia58. The Cyclopaedia of New Zealand records
that by 1905, the company had sold thirteen thousand of their double furrowed ploughs
(Cyclopedia 325), a scale of activity that is reflected in statistics around farm fencing: by 1878
eighty-one percent of the South Island’s fenced area was enclosed with wire fencing (Peden), a
metric that underpins the commercial opportunities represented in the region by the relatively
new technology of wire fencing.
Unsurprisingly, Reid was not alone in recognising these opportunities. Neither was he the first.
This is evidenced by two other United States patents for permanent wire strainers that were
issued to New Zealand inventors in the late nineteenth century, both of whom were living in
Reid’s home province, of Otago. Both of these predate Reid’s patent and have some strong
similarities with it. Neither, however, is mentioned in his specification. The earliest of these, for a

Another example of early New Zealand industrial design in the agricultural sector that deserves closer
attention.
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‘Fence-Wire Stretcher’, was filed by William Murray on 13 August 187959 and was issued on 11
May 1880 (Fig. 51). 60 This device may well have served as the basis for Reid’s subsequent design,
which he described in his US patent as ‘a certain new and useful improvement to wire
stretchers’, a more or less standard description for such applications. While Reid's application
makes specific acknowledgement of Daniel’s, it does not mention Murray’s. Nonetheless, a
comparison between the Reid’s and Murray’s strainers bears some striking visual similarities and
their mechanical principles are virtually identical . A similar application, for a Fence-Wire Strainer
was filed in the United States patent office by another Otago resident, Sydney Fulton, and was
issued on 6 January 1885 (Fig 52).61 Like Reid and Hayes, both Fulton and Murray62 lived on
farms, Fulton very close to Reid's farm in West Taieri, and Murray about forty kilometres distant
from these two. Fulton's strainer employed a windlass and handle mechanism that was very
similar to Reid's, while Murray's resembled Reid's even more closely. Regardless of their success in
achieving international patents for their designs, neither Fulton nor Murray appear to have met
Fig.. 51 Fence-Wire Stretcher, William Murray 1879

with any significant commercial success. In the instances of Reid, Donald, and Page however, this
was certainly not the case.
By 1906, the potential market for Hayes’ portable wire strainer was already well established and
well protected, a situation that Hayes was no doubt well aware of. He responded with a twentyyear commitment to perfecting a portable wire strainer that would overcome the most
fundamental and persistent fault of his competitor’s products, namely their propensity to strip the
protective galvanised coating from the wire they were employed to strain. The ongoing iterative

Prior to this, Murray had applied to patent this device in New Zealand, the first application for a wire
strainer (or stretcher) in the country. Murray's New Zealand patent application (New Zealand Patent No.
290), was made on 3 February 1877.
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United States Patent No. 227,443
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United States patent No.310505

Murray subsequently moved to Auckland where he took out two more US patents for similar devices,
one in 1887 and another in 1900 (Nos. 372,382 and 650,983 respectively).
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Fig.. 52 Fence-Wire Strainer, Sydney Fulton 1885
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design approach that Hayes employed to achieve this presents a prime example of an iterative
design process dedicated to optimising the final outcome. It also provides a clear trace of Hayes’
transition from a craftsman-millwright to an industrial designer, manufacturer and entrepreneur, a
development that is exactly synchronic with the emergence of industrial design as a profession in
Europe and the United States.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE HAYES PORTABLE WIRE STRAINER
The beginnings of Hayes’ transition from craftsman- millwright to industrial designer are clearly
signalled in his first iteration of the Hayes Portable Wire Strainer in 1906 (Fig. 53.) Whereas many
of his previous products were relatively simple inventions characterised by an adaptive reuse of
existing technologies (eg. the automatic wire tensioner and the pollard cutter) or materials (his
home-made lathe), his portable wire strainer of 1906 had no such connotations. The mechanical
complexities around the production of a tool designed to solve this problem clearly necessitated
a purpose-made approach. This intrinsic mechanical necessity was compounded by strong
Fig. 53 Hayes Portable Wire Strainer,1906

commercial imperatives: the production standards of his competitor’s products, their wellestablished markets, and their well protected designs. For Hayes to be commercially competitive,
he had to step up both the rate of his production and the standard of his production. To achieve
this, he designed and made everything from scratch.
Hayes’ 1906 portable wire strainer, was utterly unlike any of his competitors’ designs and was
manufactured using a significantly more industrialised production process than any of his previous
endeavours (Les Hayes). Even so, this design still required a relatively high degree of hand finishing
and weighed over 2.2 kilograms. Nonetheless, it remained in production until 1911 (Edwards 33)
and was sold at a competitive price of twelve shillings and six pence, only slightly more expensive
than the ‘Titan’, which cost twelve shillings. The slightly irregular finish to this iteration gives it
something of the appearance of a home-made device, albeit a very well made one. This
impression is further strengthened by the absence of a maker’s mark of any description.
Compared to Donald’s Wire Stretcher and Reid’s Titan Wire Strainer, Hayes’ strainer exhibits no
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trace of professional standards evident in details such as the embossed text of the company’s
name and their patent numbers. While noticeably less professional in such details, it is nonetheless
an entirely authentic production. This is witnessed in the operating principle of Hayes’ strainer
which bears no resemblance to either of these competitors, illustrating Hayes’ determination to
not only manufacture everything from scratch, but also to design his product from scratch. Where
Hayes’ strainer is an integrated single-piece mechanism, Reid’s two-piece Titan is a more compact
and mechanically simpler device with fewer moving parts. Both Donald’s Wire Stretcher, and
Page’s Lever Wire Strainer, differ again in their operating principle as these are both examples of
flexible-form portable strainers.
As an example of industrial design, Hayes’ 1906 strainer lacks anything like the degree of
manufacturing uniformity evident in any of his competitors products: a shortcoming that is
directly attributable to the more highly developed production process used in their fabrication.
Allied to this is another crucial hallmark of industrial design: scale of production, and in this regard
Hayes’ strainer, once again, lacks the manufacturing pedigree of his rivals. At this early stage of his
development as an industrial designer, Hayes simply lacked the modern manufacturing capacity of
his rivals, a disadvantage that was compounded by his relative lack of professional experience in
the field, his high degree of skill as a millwright notwithstanding.
By 1906, Donald had been designing and marketing agricultural equipment for over twenty
years 63 while John Reid’s success with his Titan and Triplex wire strainers prompted him to resign
from his work as a lawyer in order to attend their marketing and promotion (Angus 30). In
addition, Reid had the financial support of his father’s highly successful stock and station company
behind him and along with it, a well-established network of distributors and potential customers.
Like Reid, Donald and Page also patented their designs internationally and advertised them
regularly. By way of comparison, Hayes appears to have patented his first portable wire strainer

Donald applied for a patent for a wool press in 1882 (NZ patent 3212). He also patented the ‘Solway’
permanent wire strainer in 1888 and an improved version of the same in 1889.
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only in New Zealand and to have ceased any form of newspaper advertising by 1902, at least
four years before the first sale of his portable wire strainer. In any case, he did not have the
production and distribution capacity to have coped with anything like the scale of the market
already achieved by his principal competitors. In the face of such strong and well resourced
competition, Hayes’ was doubtless very much aware of the deficiencies in his manufacturing
process, a deficiency he sought to address by the construction of a windmill in 1905 (Thornton).
This attempt to provide a far greater source of power to his workshops failed, and throughout
the next seven years he continued to manufacture the first iteration of his portable wire strainer
while also designing and manufacturing at least seven other products, mostly fencing related. In
Fig. 54 Hayes Revolving Tower Windmill circa 1918

1910 Hayes successfully completed the construction of a 12 metre high windmill, one of the
largest in the country (Les Hayes). This achievement not only provided him with a far greater
source of power for his workshops, it also enabled him to make some critical steps in his
development as an industrial designer. He could now step up both the quality and production
rate of his manufacturing process and thus compete more effectively with his rivals. Another
major outcome of this achievement was the fact that he now had a highly saleable new product
for farmers in need of bore water. Hayes took out a New Zealand patent for this invention in
190964 and successfully marketed it from 1912 (Orange) while continuing to develop this new
line of production. In 1916 he began selling a second windmill known as the Revolving Tower
Windmill’ (Fig. 54), that he produced in a variety of sizes and the company became known as E.
Hayes Sons Windmill Works (Thornton). Further work on his windmill designs led to success
with a third variety his ‘New Idea Windmill’ of 1920 and this model remained in production until
1950 (ref).
Other aspects of Hayes’ professional practice can also be seen to have improved around the date
of his first successful windmill. He now began to patent his work in both Australia and New
Zealand and to document this work with a degree of professionalism not previously evident in his
64
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work . To achieve this level of professionalism meant engaging other professionals such as lawyers
and patent attorneys, a development that confirms that his newly-enabled production capacity
was now coupled with a far greater degree of professionalism in his commercial activities. His
work rate on the development of his portable wire strainer also rapidly increased. Following the
seven-year production span of his first iteration, Hayes then produced four more iterations in the
twelve years between 1911 and 1924, each one improving significantly on its predecessor until his
final, definitive design of 1924. (Edwards 34–37). Like the designs themselves, the manufacturing
processes employed to produce these later versions also grew more advanced, with each
successive iteration. They entailed progressively less handcrafting than previously, enabling the
strainer to be produced even more accurately, more rapidly and less expensively than before.
Most importantly, each iteration was also demonstrably superior to its predecessor and Hayes’
strainers became very popular as they were affordable, durable and simple to use. More
importantly still, by their forth iteration, they did not strip the galvanised coating off the wire
(Edwards 34), a problem that continued to dog his rival’s products. Hayes’ success in achieving this
critical breakthrough in wire straining is one of his most important contributions in the field of
rural innovation. This is attested to by his final version of this strainer, the Hayes Smooth Grip
Grab Wire Strainer, as it is still in production today virtually unchanged since its invention in
1924). Hayes’ dedicated persistence in perfecting this design can be seen as epitomising an
essential aspect of his design thinking. Near enough was not good enough. This attitude, was
commented on by his grandson, Clive Hayes, who regards it as a consequence of his training as
an engineer.. Clive strongly emphasised this view of his grandfather’s work during an interview
conducted in 2004: ‘being an engineer, it had to be just right’. (Hayes interview p 16). So how did
this strainer develop and how did it work?
THE HAYES PORTABLE WIRE STRAINER: AN ITERATIVE OUTLINE
In discussing the development of Hayes’ parallel wire strainers, it is important to clarify a great
deal of confusion that exists around the variety of names by which they are commonly known.
Terms such as the 'Smooth Grip Wire Strainer’ or the 'Chain Grab Wire Strainer' (Memories)
refer to different iterations of his portable strainer but are often used interchangeably as generic
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terms for all his portable strainers. Alternatively (and most commonly) the even more generic
term of the ‘Hayes parallel wire strainer’ (e.g. Donavon, Orange), is also used for all iterations of
his portable strainer. Edwards identifies five distinctively different iterations of the Hayes’ parallel
wire strainer produced between 1902 -1924, although the 1902 date appears to be erroneous 65
as evidence provided by Les Hayes clearly identifies that it was first produced in1906 (Les
Hayes). The 1912 date also appears to be inaccurate as it does not tally with his the date of his
New Zealand patent application for this design 66. Each of the five iterations identified by Edwards
are described and explained as follows.
First iteration 1906 - 1911
The mechanical basis of this strainer (Fig. 55), was a complex assembly of three spring-loaded
grips with serrated edges, each of these designed to ensure that the wire they were securing
could move in one direction only. Two of these grips were mounted at opposite ends of a steel
bar approximately 350 mm long that formed a kind of ‘spine’. The third of these grips was
mounted on a moveable slide that could be levered along this spine by means of a pivoted,
double-sided lever about 400mm in length, connected to either side of the spine. This lever was
pivot mounted to two further short levers on either side of the spine and these in turn were
pivoted to the moveable slide. This configuration allowed the moveable slide to be levered back
and forth along the spine as required. To work the strainer, the jaw at the left hand end of the
spine was first used to secure one of the fence wires and it was not again used until it was
disengaged when the straining was complete. Once this jaw was engaged, the second wire was
Fig. 55 Hayes Portable Wire Strainer: first iteration, 1906-1911

clamped in the moveable jaw, then levered along the spine as far as possible before being secured
by the third jaw at the opposite end of the spine. This would then allow the wire in the moveable
jaw to be disengaged while still being held secure by the third jaw. The moveable jaw could then
be returned to the end of the spine and re-engaged with the wire, allowing it to be further
Edwards date of 1902 is taken from the museum display at Oturehua, whereas Hayes diaries attribute this
to 1905. A full technical description of each of these is provided in Edwards thesis pp 33 – 37
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No. 30,062 21 August 1911
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tensioned. This operation was then repeated until the desired tension between the two wires was
achieved. Although Hayes’ first strainer found a ready market and was claimed as ‘the fastest wire
strainer on the market’ (Les Hayes notes), it failed like its rivals, to solve the fundamental problem
of stripping the wire’s galvanised coating during use, a problem that occurred as the strainer
pulled up the wire (Edwards 33).
Second iteration 1911 –1916
Hayes’ second iteration of his portable strainer (Fig.56), was known as the ‘Smooth Grip’ wire
strainer and was manufactured from 1911 until 1916. This strainer signals a new benchmark in
Hayes’ development as a professional designer as he took out patents for it throughout Australia
and New Zealand67. With this strainer, Hayes made some headway into the problem of wire
stripping through his invention of a ‘smooth grip’ at the distal, (furthest), end of the strainer. As the
distal end grip is not subject to movement during straining, this was a somewhat easier problem
to solve than the major problem around wire stripping that occurred while drawing the wire
through the strainers grips. Hayes’ ‘Smooth Grip’ wire strainer also featured replaceable wire
grips, a critical improvement on his earlier model, and evidence that he was now employing a
more sophisticated design and manufacturing process, and one that is fundamental to modern
!

Fig. 56 Hayes Portable Wire Strainer, second iteration, 1911-1916

industrial design: the uniformity and interchangeability of component parts. This particular feature
may also be linked to his awareness of his rivals’ work, such as Donald’s wire stretcher which
included this feature in 1904. Hayes’ move into a much more professional production model is
also reflected in the scale of his manufacturing . Regardless of sales, however, the problem of
stripping the galvanising persisted, and the strainer was additionally handicapped by its unsuitability
for use with barbed wire (Edwards 34).
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Third iteration 1916 -1922
Hayes’ third iteration of his portable wire strainer (Fig. 57), produced between 1916 and 1922,
made only minor changes to the previous strainer The major mechanical advantage was a
modification to the distal end to ensure that the wire did not slip under tension, an intermittent
problem occurring with the two previous models (Edwards 35). With this version, Hayes also
began to clearly brand his product through embossing his company name on the metal castings.
The production of these was out-sourced, and the final product was painted a vibrant red,
enabling it to be more easily seen in locations such as paddocks and farm sheds. It also provided
the strainer with a strong visual identity that it retains to this day. However, the problem of
stripping remained unsolved.
Fig. 57 Hayes Portable Wire Strainer,: third iteration, 1916-1922

Fourth iteration 1922 -1924
This strainer (Fig.58), known as ‘the chain grab wire strainer’ was the breakthrough that Hayes had
been working towards for almost quarter of a century. With this strainer he finally solved the
problem of stripping the galvanised coating from fencing wires and, in so doing, gained an
important functional advantage over his competitor’s products. He achieved this technical
breakthrough by the use of stationary smooth grips that also enabled this version to strain any
gauge of wire including barbed wire (Edwards 36). A further important development in this new
design was his incorporation of a chain in place of the rigid body of his former designs. As well as
making the strainer lighter and more portable, it also provided it with greater flexibility of use.
This feature was common among other portable wire strainers of the period, a variant of the
Fig. 58 Hayes Portable Wire Strainer: fourth iteration, 1922-1924

flexible form of body seen in Donald’s and Page’s wire strainers. Edwards notes that a minor
disadvantage of this new ‘chain grab wire strainer’ was the straining limitations imposed by the
length of chain provided. Multiple operations could be required until the wire was strained
correctly (Edwards 36). With this strainer, Hayes’ achieved his objective of designing and
manufacturing a portable wire strainer that did not rupture the protective coating of galvanised
wire while in use. This strainer was now virtually unrecognisable from his earliest attempt. But, it
was not yet perfected.
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Fifth iteration 1924-present day
!Hayes’ final iteration illustrates his commitment to the perfection of this product (Fig.59). Having
finally solved the major problem of wire straining, he added one further improvement his design,
the addition of a swivel mount to the distal end. This final detail ensures that the wire at this end
could not be twisted off during the straining process. With this final iteration, Hayes achieved his
definitive portable wire strainer.
!
!Hayes’ thirty-year persistence in developing a definitive wire strainer coincides with two key
international developments of the period. The first of these is the continued transition of
agricultural production from a labour-intensive work practice to one of an ever-increasing reliance
!

Fig. 59 Hayes Portable Wire Strainer: fifh iteration, 1924

on mechanised production: a major paradigm shift, from self-sufficiency to specialisation that
Giedion refers to as an irresistible outcome, ‘wherever industrialisation runs its course’ (Giedion
pp131-132). In parallel to this shift in the process of agricultural production, is the shift in the
practice of design, from a practice that was rooted in various forms of art and craft, to one that
became established as a profession in its own right, albeit covering a wide range of design
disciplines including that of industrial design. Hayes’ own work profile mirrored these shifts as he
moved from a mixture of occupations that included farmer, millwright and engineer to that of a
professional designer, manufacturer and entrepreneur .
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CHAPTER 4
HAYES ENGINEERING: COLLABORATION AND CONNECTIVITY
!

!

!
‘Every part in this book has been timed in the making.’68

Introduction
Fig. 60 Hayes’ reputation as an inventor was well established
by June of 1905 when a fire destroyed the recently completed
forge. It was immediately rebuilt and was back in production
by mid-July (Les Hayes).

A brief overview of the Hayes Engineering plant and the manufacturing processes that were
employed there reveals much about the production capacity and process of Ernest Hayes’ work
as a designer, manufacturer and entrepreneur. It clearly demonstrates that his work was a
collaborative, user-centred and future-focused endeavour that was well informed by
contemporary international practice through a combination of factors such as industry
publications and international patents. This chapter will show that it is Hayes’ connectivity to the
wider world that more accurately characterizes his work rather than any such disconnection that
may be assumed due to the remoteness of his geographic location. That said, although Hayes
shared certain commonalities with post facto industrial designers such as Thonet, Dresser, and
Behrens (referred to in Introduction), he also had critical points of difference with each of these.
The most obvious of these were his geographic location, his work as a millwright and farmer, and
the resultant impetus that this provided for the material nature of his output: agricultural tools
and equipment. Hayes however, was not content to remain a ‘local inventor’ of such products (Fig.
60). Allied to the utilitarian nature of his material output was the nature of its production
process, as unlike his European predecessors Hayes also designed and constructed most of the
buildings as well as a large portion of the plant used for his manufacturing. A final point of
difference between Hayes and his industrial design counterparts lies in his high degree of
involvement with the physical fabrication of his products. What was the particular nature of
Hayes’ design practice and how was it informed?

68

Handwritten note on the cover of a Hayes Engineering Factory Book, circa 1916
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THE WORKS
Materials and construction

Much of the material used in the construction of the Hayes Engineering works (Fig. 61) has been
literally dug from the surrounding landscape. The sun-dried mud-brick walls of most of the
buildings provided a labour-intensive, but otherwise inexpensive and highly durable means of
construction that was well suited to the dry air of the region, while schist walls seen on other
buildings provided an equally durable and cost-effective alternative. Roofs constructed of lightweight corrugated iron complete the material palette of the buildings at The Works in the
vernacular style of the region. The economic advantages in the use of these easy to acquire and
simple to use materials are not their only benefit, as the heavy-weight mud-brick walls perform
Fig. 61. Hayes Engineering office, constructed in 1912. The former tworoomed office now serves as a museum and an archive of the
company’s records. Like many of the buildings on site, it was constructed
of sun-dried mud-brick and roofed in corrugated iron, however, unlike
the factory buildings, the office was constructed with a timber floor.

particularly well in the summer months acting as a thermal barrier to the hot conditions that
frequently prevail (Fig,62). Another feature of the workshops is their rammed earth floors. This
detail of the workshops construction may appear to the casual observer as a cost-driven
compromise in the working conditions of the factory, but it results in a user-centred experience
of design at its very best. Clive Hayes, who spent much of his working life in the factory, recalled
that the floors were very comfortable to work on, and in comparison to concrete floors: ‘You
never got tired working on those floors’ (Clive Hayes). Although there appears to be no
conclusive evidence that the earliest sun-dried, mud brick workshop constructed on the site was
constructed by Ernest Hayes’, his responsibility for the design and construction of this nowdemolished building is strongly inferred in Les Hayes’ notes (Les Hayes).
Hayes’ ad-hoc lathe of 1897 was housed in this building that appears to have been the company’s
sole manufacturing premises until the construction of a new stone workshop in 1902. Like the
original premises, the new workshop was also built from local materials, this time from schist, and
was constructed by a local workman, Joe Blackwell (Les Hayes). A new forge was installed in this
workshop in April of 1905, marking Hayes’ expanding manufacturing capacity. Further extensions
to this workshop were made in 1908 when a packing and store-room was added (McMorran),
and once again, this was constructed from sun dried mud-bricks. In the following year, the

Fig. 62 Fig. 3. Factory interior. The depth of the mud-brick
factory walls can be clearly seen in an interior that remains
very much as it was a century ago.

manufacturing premises were enlarged still further, with the addition of a fitting shop, covering
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240 square metres. A final extension of 140 square metres was completed in 1914, but unlike the
former buildings, this was framed in timber with corrugated iron cladding on both the roof and
walls, a faster and less labour-intensive construction process (McMorran).
Plant
As a trained millwright, Ernest was conversant with harnessing the power of water and wind
(Watts 189), and this background provided him with the skills required to eventually design and
construct his own windmill. His 12 metre high windmill of 1910 was the second largest in the
country and began operating on 28 February 1910. The motive power from the windmill was
connected to an elaborate series of overhead shafts, belts and pulleys that drove the workshop
machines and the forge (Les Hayes), (Fig. 63). Hayes’ strategic use of his skills and experience in
constructing this plant provided him with an economical source of power that was necessary to
run his increasingly sophisticated workshop. He could now markedly step up both his rate of
production and the quality of his products. This led to the immediate purchase of a number of
new labour- saving machines including a belt-driven power drilling machine and a multi-purpose
woodworking machine that was a combination screwdriver, band saw and circular saw. An emery
grinder that did away with more than 50% of the work entailed in hand filing was also installed
Fig. 63 Factory forge

and this was complemented with a dust extractor in 1912. Additional labour-saving devices
installed over the following years included a power-belt screwing machine and a rotary painting
machine that was capable of five times the productive output of hand painting (Les Hayes). Along
with a standby oil engine, Hayes’ windmill remained the prime source of power for the works
until 1927, the year after his retirement, when it was replaced by a water-driven ‘Pelton wheel’69
due to the unreliability of the local wind conditions (Thornton).

69 The

Pelton wheel was patented by Lester Pelton in the United States in 1889 (No. 409865), and is one of
the most efficient forms of water turbine. The wheel at Hayes Engineering drew water from a reservoir and
race constructed along the top of a nearby hill (McMorran).
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Manufacturing processes
An undated notebook entitled ‘Time Book on Parts in
Factory’ from the Hayes Museum at Oturehua contains
some revealing details about the nature of the production
process at Hayes Engineering (Fig.. 64). 70 The notebook
contains the records of carefully monitored observations
regarding the production of various items manufactured at
the Hayes factory. The example illustrated pertains to
Fig. 64 Notes from Hayes Engineering Factory Time Book circa 1916. This
example shows the hourly production rate of three different kinds of studs
that were used in the construction of a Revolving Tower Windmill. They
reveal that Hayes was meticulously rational about his production process.

individual parts for his Revolving Tower Windmill (Fig.84),
produced between 1916 and 1920. These studies study provide an explicit link between the work
carried out at Hayes Engineering and Frederick Taylor’s highly influential model of scientific
management in the workplace that emerged as an outcome of his time-and-motion studies in the
last decade of the 19th century71 (Heskett 65). The notes constitute a considerable weight of
evidence towards demonstrating that the manufacturing processes followed at Hayes Engineering
closely align with the fundamental patterns and processes of modern industrial mass production
as described by Heskett: ‘These were characterised by large-scale manufacture of standardised
products, of interchangeable parts, using powered machine-tools in a sequence of simplified
mechanical operations.’ Further evidence of Hayes’ connectivity with international manufacturing
practice is provided by the contents of a small library of trade magazines and text-books that can
be seen in the Hayes Museum at Oturehua. 72 Examples of these publications include a 1902 copy
of Cassiers Magazine, a British publication dedicated to topical articles on contemporary
technology (Fig 65), and a 1913 publication from the United States manufacturer of machine
tools, The Bullard Machine Tool Company. Also included are catalogues of competitors’ products
70

Accession No. XHE 4439

Taylor’s studies were aimed at maximising production through the establishment of standardised work
methods that minimised the time spent on any given task, especially those of machine operators.
71

Fig, 65 Magazine from Hayes Engineering library, Ourehua.
Cassier’s magazine was a monthly publication published between
1891-1913 and was dedicated to the development and application
of technology to industry.

The Museum is housed in one of a collection of buildings on the original site of Hayes Engineering Ltd.
that are now owned by The New Zealand Historic Places Trust and serve as a showcase of early New
Zealand industrial history.
72
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such as Reid Gray and Donald Sons (Figs. 67 and 68).Most interesting of all is a book published
by a German engineering company, Maschinenfabrik-AG (Fig.69). The latter has no publication
date but, judging by its Art Nouveau-inspired cover, it appears to have been published around the
turn of the century, and some of its contents are almost directly replicated in the Hayes
Engineering workshops (Edwards 22). This is clearly evidenced by a photograph contained in the
book that depicts a German machine shop of the period (Fig.70). The rows of machines shown in
the photograph are driven by an overhead belt system and set out in a manner that is almost
identical to Hayes' own system (Fig.71). Edwards’ thesis reproduces an example of an annotated73
illustration that appears on page 15 of Maschinenfabrik-AG, depicting a belt-driven power system
of the sort used at Hayes Engineering (Fig.72). In explaining both the engineering principle of the
system illustrated and its significance with respect to the transfer of knowledge Edwards notes
Figs 67 and 68 Company catalogues, Reid and Gray
catalogue, 1915, Donald and Sons, circa 1915

that it depicts
‘…….how to switch over by the crossing of belts, [and this], was done at Hayes
Engineering Works, so power could be transmitted to the western extension of the
workshop, constructed in 1914. The transmission of knowledge jumped linguistic barriers
to be supplanted from Germany to New Zealand’ (Edwards 63).
Yet another example of Hayes’ connectivity to the international community is provided by a large
drill press, that is still on the original premises of Hayes Engineering (Fig.73). This drill was
purchased from the New Zealand International Exhibition that was held in Christchurch between
November 1906 and April 1907 and was attended by over two-million people74. Given the
popularity of this exhibition75 Hayes’ business interests, and his purchase of this piece of
equipment, it seems likely that Hayes attended. If this was the case, he would very likely have seen
73 The

writing style compares very closely to that of Hayes.

74 The

Fig. 69 This undated German publication from the Hayes library
appears to have strongly influenced the organisational layout of the
Hayes factory and the design of its overhead system of belts and
pulleys that powered the works.

exhibition was the idea of New Zealand’s Prime Minister, Richard John Seddon who intended it as a
way of ‘proclaiming New Zealand’s distinctiveness and imminent greatness’ to the world (Glanville). Glanville
notes that Seddon is said to have quoted former American president William McKinley, in describing such
exhibitions as ’time keepers of progress’
75

.New Zealand’s population in 1907 was 989,555 (New Zealand Official Year-Book 1908).
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Fig. 70 German factory interior from late 19th or early 20th century depicted
in Maschinenfabrik-AG (Fig.69).
The organisation of the factory bears a very strong similarity to that of
Hayes Engineering.

Fig. 72 Annotated illustration from Maschinenfabrik-AG appears
to confirm the influence of this publication on the design of the
plant at Hayes Engineering. Handwriting closely resembles that of
Ernest Hayes as evidenced in his early patent applications.

Fig. 71 Hayes Engineering 2011

Fig. 73 Hand drill purchased from The New Zealand International Exhibition in 1907.
The drill was originally designed to be operated by hand, but following his purchase,
Hayes mounted the drill on a custom made wooden stand and converted it to run as
belt driven machine
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Donald Donald’s gold-medal winning Federal Wire Strainer on display (Cowan 440). Perhaps it
was Hayes’ experience of this exhibition that lay behind the marked increase of his creative
output in the months immediately following its closure. The New Zealand Patent Office Journal
shows that one of Hayes’ busiest periods of invention was between 6 May 1907 and 1 October
1907, during which time he lodged at least six patent applications, all for farming-related
products. One of the most successful of these appears to have been a Link Dropper that he
patented in June of 1907. Les Hayes’ notes record that Ernest also fabricated the machine used
for producing these small fencing-related devices and that this machine was capable of turning
out 7,000 units per day. Over 125,000 Link Droppers were sold during its first year of operation
(Les Hayes).
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION
Fig. 74 Bernard Hayes

Hayes’ astute entrepreneurial sense is evident in the marketing strategy that he devised to
promote the company and its products. Following Hannah’s cycling excursions of the late 19th
century, he employed two of his sons, firstly Bernard, and in later years, Irving, as travelling
salesmen. Bernard was responsible for the South Island and commenced work in 1905, initially
limiting his travels to the immediate district of Central Otago. Like his mother’s previous
endeavours, Bernard undertook all these excursions by bicycle and he is recorded as travelling
almost 2,500 miles throughout Central Otago and the Maniototo between February and
October of 1905 (Williamson). As demand for the company’s products increased, he extended
these travels into the neighbouring provinces and by 1910 he was travelling as far afield as North
Canterbury and much of the West Coast. By 1911 he had upgraded his mode of travel to a beltdriven motorbike and begun making sales trips of many months throughout the lower North
Island (Fig. 74) The youngest of the Hayes’ sons, Irving, also began work for the company as a
traveller in 1919, having spent the previous seven years carrying out general duties at the works
and assisting with the installation of the company’s windmills on farms throughout Otago and
Southland (Thomson). Like Bernard, Irving had considerable first-hand experience in the

Fig. 75 Bernard Hayes’ business card

manufacture and use of their company’s products and the brothers carried with them product
samples, price lists, scale models and business cards (Fig. 75). By now Hayes Engineering was well
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established, and Bernard too travelled in relative comfort and speed on a motorbike (Fig. 76). As
travelling sales staff they came into direct contact with the purchasers and users of their products
and, aside from the mutual benefits that this first-hand contact provided for both the company
and their customer, such meetings would sometimes lead to further commercial opportunities for
the company through offers of additional intellectual property.
Two recoded examples of this are evidenced in copies of company correspondence 76. On 8
November 1913, Heinrch Voss of Willowbridge, South Canterbury wrote to Hayes enclosing
drawings of his patented Automatic Windmill Controller, which ‘your traveller wished me to send
you.’ In his letter, Voss requested that Hayes consider purchasing rights to his invention but he
does not state a price. It is not known whether Hayes responded to this initial offer or not, but on
10 January 1914, Voss once again wrote to him offering the full rights to the patent for twenty
Fig. 76 Gilbert Hayes,

pounds. In a hand-written annotation at the bottom of the letter Ernest Hayes advises ‘if we can
do anything with windmill controller we will advise you in due course’. A similar approach was
made to Hayes by John Vorbach, a blacksmith of Marlborough with regard to his Improved Hame
Hook (Fig. 77). Hayes responded with a letter on 5 February 1925 in which he offered ten
pounds for the rights to the patent but notes that, ‘…..we have carefully gone into the matter and
find that it is difficult to compete against the imported article as the cost of manufacturing your
Hame Hook is fairly expensive’ (Hayes Museum, Hayes Engineering, Oturehua). As well as
revealing the impact of imported goods on his business at the time, this example once again
underscores Hayes’ strategic thinking through his remark that, 'In the future the demand for these
will be much less as the Motor Tractor is fast taking the place of the horse.’ A subsequent letter to
E. Hayes Sons 77 from Henry Hughes Ltd. of 26 July 1928, reveals that the company eventually
purchased this patent but allowed it to lapse (Hayes Museum, Hayes Engineering, Oturehua).

76

Both letters are archived at the Hayes museum, Hayes Engineering, Oturehua

The company name officially became E. Hayes Sons on 23 August 1921 and comprised of Ernest Hayes
and four of his sons: Llew., Bernard, Gilbert and Irving In signing the deed of partnership, all five partners
described themselves as 'machine manufacturers’.
77

Fig. 76 Hame Hook, John Vorbach 1925.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Although he never patented his work beyond Australia and New Zealand, Hayes made extensive
use of the patenting process to protect his intellectual property within these markets, a mark of
professionalism that characterised his work as a designer from the outset, as witnessed by his
patent for his Automatic Wire Tightener of 1894 (Fig.78). Hayes’ Australian patent application78
for An Improved Wire Strainer of 29 December 1910 (Fig. 79) appears to be the first example of
his patenting internationally and highlights the fact that Hayes paid close attention not only to the
Fig. 78 Hayes Automatic Wire Tightner (sic) 1894

performance of his own products, but also to the performance of his rivals’. In the process of his
own designing he consistently sought to address the specific shortcomings of existing products,
and to enhance the quality of his company’s products through their affordability, utility and
durability. He clearly articulates such observations and intentions in this application.
In the past such wires have been strained in a variety of ways, and with some devices it
was necessary to cut the wire before the appliance could be applied. In addition to the
foregoing, inconvenience was experienced in tightening the wire and also in joining the two
after it had been tightened. The object of this invention is to provide a cheap, simple and
effective strainer, which is light though strong, which can be carried with ease and calls for
no tools of any character to operate it. The said strainer is self contained, rapid in action,
not liable to derangement, has all its parts exposed for inspection or repair and enables a
wire to be strained to any desired degree without the display of any special skill.

Fig. 79 Hayes Australian patent drawing for An Improved
Wire Strainer, 1910

As his practice grew, so too did his connectivity and collaboration with other highly qualified and
experienced design professionals whose services he engaged. These included long established
practitioners such as Dunedin architect, mechanical engineer and patent attorney H. M. Davey
(Fig. 80), Wellington patent and trademark agents, Henry Hughes Ltd, and Melbourne patent
attorneys, Phillips, Ormonde, Le Plastrier and Kelson. Records of the transactions between Hayes
and his patent attorneys tell us much about his professional practice. These include requests for
information about his rival’s products, advice from Davey regarding both technical and legal
matters, the production of drawings and specifications and other sundry business issues. Davey

Fig. 80 H. M. Davey advertisement
Otago Witness 20 July 1904 p25.

78

Application No. 20318, copy archived at the Hayes Museum, Hayes Engineering, Oturehua
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and Hayes also appear to have struck up something of a professional friendship that extended to
an unprompted offer of promotional assistance for Hayes’ business (Fig.81 ), and even personal
advice. 79
Hayes’ pursuit of information regarding his rivals’ products also led him to communicate directly
with the New Zealand Patent Office, although such requests were not always successful. In a
letter to Hayes of 7 January 1925, J.C. Lewis, the Registrar of Patents at the Wellington Patent
Office, advised him that his request for copies of a patent application made by Donald and Sons
Ltd. had been declined as the patent had ‘not yet been accepted’ (Fig.82). The fact that Hayes was
not averse to seeking out such highly detailed information about his rival’s products, (a perfectly
Fig. 81 Letter to Hayes from H.M. Davey

legitimate practice), raises some interesting questions as to why the company never developed
a Triplex style of permanent wire strainer before Ernest retired. This, too, would have been a
perfectly legitimate enterprise, and is one that a number of other would-be entrepreneurs
certainly attempted. It was a proven winner. Eccles recalls that such an opportunistic approach to
entrepreneurship was relatively common at this time:
As is the way with inventions that have proved themselves, when the patent rights
expired, local iron workers were quick to seize upon something in such good demand,
particularly the ‘Triplex’ whose clever simplicity made it easy to copy, and to this day the
‘Triplex’ is being privately manufactured and sold in Otago (Eccles, 311).
So why not Hayes? It is possible that the company was still intent on producing their own design
as they had made some degree of investment in the development of a new form of permanent
wire strainer as late as 1924 when Llew’s application for ‘An improved wire-strainer of the type
that a portion remains on the wire’ was accepted as a registered design80 .

Following Hayes’ retirement from the company Davey also wrote him expressing his surprise at this
decision, ’What! turn the job over to your sons, because you are in you 76th (sic) year, nonsense!!! You and I
are as near as possible of similar age, and I believe you can do all you want to’ (Letter, Davey to Hayes, 26
November 1926, Hayes Museum, Hayes Engineering, Oturehua.
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Fig. 82 Letter from J.C.Lewis to Hayes 7 January 1925

80

Registered Design No. RD1870.
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Llew’s design for this curious and archaic looking cast-iron form (Figs..83 and 84), was markedly
different from any other design on the market, but it appears vastly inferior to the ‘Triplex’ in
almost every regard;: a likely explanation for the fact that it does not appear to have been
developed beyond testing on the Hayes farm. The strainer was an overly-simple two-piece design
consisting of a small cast iron body through which a broken (or cut) fence wire could be tied at
one end while at the opposite end, the remaining fence wire could be threaded and restrained
from pulling free through the action of a small cast iron plate under which it passed. Any such
tension of the wire on this plate would serve to lock it in place through a friction hold against the
internal face of the body in which it was located. A certain lack of conviction on the company’s
part as to the value of this design may be reflected in the fact that they applied only to register
the invention as a design. Under patent law this means that only the external appearance of the
design is protected and not, as with patent law, its operating principle. The strainer does not
appear to have been marketed and it now seems likely that this design was something of a
belated attempt at a genuinely new kind of permanent wire strainer that they soon abandoned in
favour of producing their own version of the proven ‘Triplex’ strainer soon after Ernest retired.
Joining the dots between Ernest’s retirement from the works on 1 November I926 (Les Hayes),
Fig. 83 Improved wire-strainer of the type that a portion remains on the line.
RD 7206 Llew. Hayes 1924

and the company’s production of a Triplex style of permanent wire strainer almost immediately
thereafter81 would suggest that Ernest may have considered such a practice unethical or likely to
have involved the company in potential legal action. By now, Ernest’s health was beginning to fail
(Les Hayes), and he was near the end of his working life. With his ‘Smooth Grip Chain Grab Wire
Strainer’ of 1924 Hayes had established the sine qua non of portable wire strainers, an
achievement that could be regarded as comparable in status to the now ubiquitous Triplex.
A little over 18 months after Ernest retired from Hayes Engineering, the company registered a design with
the New Zealand Patent Office for a Triplex style of wire strainer (No. 2638, 10 August 1928). The critical
point of difference between Hayes’ strainer and Reid’s strainer lay in the design of the pawl used in Hayes’
strainer (a more or less U-shaped piece of wire that engaged with the teeth of the strainer to prevent it
from turning once engaged). Donald Reid Co. subsequently engaged Dunedin patent attorney Robert
Wales in an effort to suppress Hayes’ manufacture of this strainer but in a letter of 10 May 1929, Wales
advises them that their patents were void ‘due to the effluxation of time’ (Hocken Archives). For a full
account of the ‘Hayes Permanent Wire Strainer‘, see O'Brien, Gavin. "Hot Off the Wire." Heritage New
Zealand 2008.
81

Fig. 84 Improved wire-strainer, Llew Hayes 1924
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CHAPTER 5
ERNEST HAYES PIONEER INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER
!

!

!

Look back harder83 (Allen Curnow)

Introduction
So why should Ernest Hayes be regarded as an industrial designer? If one was content with the
simplest of proofs, then one could argue that this recognition is simply axiomatic: a result of his
1981 award by the New Zealand Industrial Design Council for the Hayes Smooth Grip Chain
Grab Wire Strainer. But such a response does not really satisfy. It does not provide for a full
enough appreciation of Hayes’ work. A more informed explanation is imperative. This chapter will
make explicit, the alignment of Hayes’ processes and products to the broad consensus of the
hallmarks that define industrial design as identified by Heskett and outlined at the conclusion to
Chapter 1. To reiterate: industrial design is design produced through the process of mechanized
mass production, standardization and the diminished cost associated with the absence of
handcraft (Heskett 10).
In making explicit the alignment of Hayes’ work with these hallmarks, it is important that they are
contextualised against Margolin’s observation that the definition of what an industrial designer
does has changed over time (Margolin 9). It will be shown that Hayes’’ work provides a textbook
example of this change over time, and although it may appear that this work has little in common
with examples of post industrial designers such as Thonet, Dresser, and Behrens, this has more to
do with the material nature of Hayes’ products than it has to do with the process of their
production: the litmus whereby the hallmarks of industrial design are identified. Each of the
industrial designers cited are shown to have worked in quite different ways, but nonetheless, the
work of every one of them meets Heskett’s criteria as exemplary of industrial design: Thonet by
dint of his mass-produced and standarised chairs, Dresser for his promotion of machine

83

Book title by Curnow
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production over handcraft, and Behrens for his work in the design and production modern,
standardised technological products. The case for Hayes’ canonisation as a pioneer industrial
designer, is simply an instance of an industrial designer working in a field of design that Walker has
identified as lacking ‘the visibility and glamour’ of other kinds of design (Walker 30). If Hayes’ work
is to be fairly adjudicated on in terms of its relevance to industrial design, any aesthetic prejudices
based on the utilitarian nature of his products must be dismissed. They are red herrings. Perhaps
the most objective approach is to simply, ask what kind of industrial designer was Hayes?
It is quite clear that Hayes’ emergence as an industrial designer was not a road to Damascus
experience: it is better described as a metamorphosis that took place in his work as he
transitioned from the production of predominantly hand crafted goods such as the pollard cutter
and the pollard mixer, to the production of far more complex products requiring a much greater
degree of precision and mechanization, such as his portable wire strainers and his windmills.
Closely allied to this increased degree of complexity of his products was the nature of their
production process and their distribution. Evidence Hayes’ evolution as a designer with respect to
these elements of design, is clearly seen through a comparison between his pollard cutter of 1895
and his portable wire strainer that he first manufactured in 1906.

Fig. 85 Hayes Windmilll circa 1920.
The transposed image of the pollard cutter is captioned
with a label from the Hayes Museum that reveals that
hundreds of the cutter were sold during the products
lifespan of 1895-1918.

Sales of Hayes’ hand-made pollard cutter totaled only a few hundred over a product lifespan of
roughly 20 years, and the distribution of these was predominately local, ie South Island based.
(Fig. 85). The initial fabrication of the pollard cutters was made around a kitchen table and their
design appears to have changed very little over time. By way of comparison, sales of Hayes’
portable wire strainers eventually ran into the thousands and this product has been sold
internationally since his first Australian patent of 1910. The twenty-year iterative process that
Hayes followed in the development of this product has been outlined in Chapter 3, and this
process exemplifies his metamorphosis from his craft based roots, through to his emergence as
an industrial designer whose work processes and products align seamlessly with Heskett’s
definition of industrial design. This is what makes Hayes a pioneer industrial designer.
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